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FOREWORD 
This is the sixth in a series of courses of study to be issued by 
the State Department of Education for the use of industrial arts teachers 
in Oklahoma.a The production of the material in this series of bulletins 
is a responsibility of the S·tate Advisory Committee for Industrial Arts 
in Oklahoma Schools. This committee consists of twenty members repre-
senti:ng classroom teachers of industrial arts, city supervisors 1 teacher 
education groups and two persons from the staff of the State Department 
of Educationo The full membership of the advisory committee for 1953 
was as followsg 
c. R. Moo:n, Midwest City s- Oklahoma
Millard Engla:nd 9 Corde11 1 Oklahoma
Loren Smith� Ponca City j Oklahoma
W. Ro Swartz 1 Midwest City� Oklahoma
Mo Jo Ruley 1 Tulsa ,\) Oklahoma 
Virgil Huston9 Bartlesville 9 Oklahoma 
J o Edgar Cullers 51 Wilbu:rton9 Oklahoma 
Gordon A. MacDonnell 9 Warner, Oklahoma 
Asbury Smith 9 Edmond 9 Oklahoma 
Hugh No:r:ris y Ada, Oklahoma 
Mo E o Franklin 9 Tahlequah, Oklahoma 
Stanley 'Wo May 1 Alva 1 Oklahoma 
Lawrence M o Reynolds 9 Ada, Oklahoma 
C" Bo French 9 Durant 9 Oklahoma 
John Cermak, Weatherford, Oklahoma 
DeWitt Hunt, Oklahoma A o and Mo College» S·tillwater, Oklahoma 
Robert AO Ha1�din 9 Norman" Oklahoma 
Walter M o Arnold 9 Stillwa:te:r ;; Oklahoma 
J o Standifer Keas, State Department of Educat:ion9 Oklahoma City
Jake Smart ;i State Department ef Educ:!!rtfonj) OkJahoma City 
Cary L o Hill 9 Oklahoma A o and Mo College j Stillwater, Oklahoma 
L o V o Ballard, Oklahoma C i'ty )) Oklahoma 
This.advisory committee ,\) which has been organized since 19379 meets 
annually at the time of the Oklahoma Education Association convention. 
All members are appointed by the Exeeut:bre Board of the Oklahoma Indus= 
trial Arts Association with the exception of those who by their office or 
iv 'I 
position are ex=officio memberso Other publications published under this 
committee are: Accident Preventien � School §_hops 9 1940 and revised in 
1947; ! Course 2f Study in� EQodworking � � 112, ! Course 91
.§.tudy in Electrical��� n j 1942; A Course ,Qi Study in Machine 
Woodworking� w 1£, 1942, ! Course of g� in Sheet� Work J&,
194.3, and Industrial Arts� Oklahoma� Bulletin Noa 105, 195lo All of' 
these publications were distributed through the curriculum division of the 
State Department <i>f Education, Capitol Building, Ok).ahoma Cityo
Preliminary work was started on this course of study during the sum­
mer of 194). under the direction of C� Lo Hill j visiting professor at 
Oklahoma A. and Mo College" There was little progress made during the 
war years o In 1946 the material was organized and validated for printing. 
Before it could be printed there were changes made in the textbooks recem­
mended o During the spring of 1954 a graduate student ll Rudolph Lack, under 
the direction of G. L o. Hill 9 was given the assigmnent ef reorganizing and 
rewriting this material as a part of his requirements for the Master's 
:Oegree o: 
The -writer wishes to acknowledge all of the persons who have ever 
worked on this course of s·iudy o Special acknowledgment is given to the 
following persons whose original drawings were reproduced for inelus'io:n 
in this reportg The drawing stool and table by DeWitt Hunt; plan for a 
drafting room by Fred Ro Hoy, the drawing sheet layout by John B. Tate; 
and the drawing board cabinet by Kenneth McGlammeryo 
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INTRODUCTION 
In developing this course of study the writer has realized the many 
different theories of how the subjeC't should be taught o An investiga­
tien of several courses of study has shown the many different ways in 
which each has been written.,, the many ways i:n which the material has been 
presented and the @rder of prese:ntationo Likewise, an investigation of 
the maey textbooks written on. drawing has revealed the many different 
theories of the author�o There are many differences of 0pinion as t� how 
much sketching should be taught 9 when i't should be taught, 9 development of 
skill in sketching and how soon should instrumeD:t drawing be introduced.e 
While there is some difficulty in satisfyi:ng these many different theories 
it may be stated that there is general agreement as t,o the purposes of 
Industrial Drawing. Nearly all authors will agree that the aim is to 
develop some technical skill in the student and to develop his ability to 
visualize and convey his ideas to others on paper in the ferm of drawingso 
The material in this course of study has been organizipd te aid the 
teacher in presenting a plan of study developed to provide max:im:um educa­
tional value and more effective and efficient teaching. 
Industrial Arts j as defined by the State Advisory Committee for In­
dustrial Arts in Oklahoma Schools� includes Industrial Drawing as well as 
shep work" Drawing, either freehand or mechani,cal, is a. graphical lan= 
guage by means of which ideas are conveyed to others o Aey ideas concern,� 
ing the al terat:i.on, assembly, or conversion of raw materials i:rrto more 
useable forms are usually conveyed by draw:ingso Those who plan changes 
en any raw material must make drawings and those who make.the changes 
�ll:i;eh others have planned, must be able to interpret or to·read the.· 
drawingso 
�ehanieal Drawing may be.defined as a method of graphical repre-
. ' 
sentation through drawings produced with the aid of mechanical i�strur.-
2 
ments. The term Industrial Drawing 9 as used here, seems more appropriate 
than mechanical drawing or drafting 9 because of the elese relationship 
between drawing and industry o
3 
OBJECTIVES OF INDUSTRIAL DRAWING 
Objectives may be thought of as aims or goals to be achieved by 
bringing about desired changes in student behavi�r as a result of his 
experiences under the direction of the seheolo Those experiences pro-
vided by the school are the facts, skill and tools which the individual 
will :need if he is to become a happy, useful and suecess:f.'u.l eitizel3:.,
Guiding objectives are meeessary to any instructional unit of work 
if it is to be purposeflllo Guiding goals or objectives have been de­
signe� to fit this particular couTse of study i.:n Industrial ])rawing based 
upon a survey of textbooks of drawing and other courses of study .. Every 
teacher needs to develop his own course objectives designed to fit the 
needs of the group of students in that particular eourse o Any teacher 
using the following objectives as a guide will therefore need to modify 
them to fit the needs of his students. 
The specific obje�tives for Industrial Drawing should be toz 
'D,�. l o Develop the pGwer �f visualization and strengthen 
the constructive imag.ins:tio:n. 
2 o Form habits of careful observation and perception.
Tl u 
n 1 .':>, .· '.'-<::,. 3 0 Form habits of aeo1:ll'aey and e:x:aetness. 
.. s:::,. 4 0 Develop some degree of skill" 
t l 
1, s �_, a 5 0 Develop an understanding and appreciation of the 
la:nguage of industry. 
:r 
,, u. 6 0 Develop correct techniques of drawing. 
·r c; 7 o Develop the abilit,y to convey ideas to others through
drawi:ngo 
,.'6 - 8 0 Develop the ability to read blueprints and working 
drawings o
9o Develop a safety consciousnesso 
10., Present occupational information of the drafting 
industry .. 
Grade Placement 
4 
In large city school systems the student may be introduced to draw­
ing as early as the seventh grade .. Needs of the individual at this grade 
level call f@r a wide variety of experiences in exploration, guidance 
and knowledgeo When the individual enters high school the exploratory 
and guidance activities need to be continued as his interests center upon 
a chosen goal o The high school will be the last formal education for 
mal'JY individuals therefore it must have prepare« them for a means of earn­
ing a liv�ihoodo Two.other groups of people must be considered, (1)
th0se preparil'l.g for college, and (2) those who do not expect to make prac­
tical use of it o Industrial drawing courses should be planned to give 
the greatest practical value to individuals represe:n:ted by each of these 
groups o
Many schools are s:ma.11 and offer industrial drawing only in the 
high sehool j if at all ., The possibility of offerings at the junior high 
level in these schools is very remote o With this in mind it may of 
necessity permit industrial drawing in the curriculum only at the high 
sehoo1·1evel o
I:bdustrial Drawing I�_has been designed for the begirmil'lg classes o
Industrial Drawing .Ibis' a continuation of Ia with that type ef"projeetien 
5 
peeulia.r to sheet metal drawingo Industrial Drawing IIa introduces the 
student to many types of drawing with emphasis on machine drawing o InduSc­
trial Drawing IIb emphasizes architectural drawi:ng o
Industrial Drawing Ia and Ib should be offered as early as possible 
in the high school pregra:m. In the feur=year high school, the course 
s�euld be open to ninth grade students and to all others whe have reeeived 
no high school credit in Industrial Drawing. It is reconnnended that all 
students have one semester of drawj.ng before participating in shop activ­
itieso If a student �s been unable to take a course in drawing before 
taking shop work, he should be required to enroll in a drawing course con­
currently with the shop course. Industrial drawing should be a separate 
course, however, and should not be a pa.rt of shop work. 
Industrial Drawing IIa and IIb may be taken as the student finds an 
opportunity to enrollo Either cc1.nxrse may be taken a.s the student.ts 
schedule permits and o:ne sheul.d not be considered a prerequisite to the 
other. 
Prereguisit� 
There are no prerequisites to this course ether than that the stu­
dent must be a regularly e:tll"�lled high school student., In those schools 
organized and administered under the 8=4 plan this w.tll include the ninth 
grade o It is reconnnellded that, in cases where it is possible 9 students 
should take one semester of industrial drawing befQre enrolling in indus­
trial arts shop courseso In some eases where students have transferred 
:f'.rom other schools or have had previous shop experience, the teacher will 
need to make special consideration of this so that there will be no loss 
of interest on the part of the studento This course of study is flexible 
6 
and may be adjusted by the teacher to meet the needs and interests of the 
individual student o
Social Effects 
Industrial drawing, as a school subject 9 affords an excellent oppor-
tumty for the student to understand the many changes in our rapidly 
changing industrial worldo Never before has the need for industrial draw-
ing been realized as it is today o In the last few years the consumer 
has been able to buy products which he may install 9 assemble or finish 0
.Along with these products are complete instructions and assembly drawings V', 1) 
--�----�--....---., __ ··----- -�---- ···.·----· . -__ -- ---: ..... �� --�-,. .... �- -
on how to install, assemble or finish o Without a basic understanding of 
drawing or blueprint reading, many persons are unable to do even these 
relatively simple opera·tions a 
The progressive teacher should point out the many uses of drawing in 
all forms of industrial life so that the student will realize that draw-
ing is, truly, the la11guage of industry- a This philosophy of teaching 
should prepare the student of industrial arts in accordance with his in-
terests and within the limits of his capability to find the vocation for 
which he is best suitedo 
The academic subjects 0f mathematics� science, history, art and lan-
guage all have important correlations with drawingo The student must 
make calculations previous to expressing his ideas by the conventions of 
. drawing o Experiments in science may be easily demonstrated by eare:t'ully 
made drawings o In the study of history and art the development of the 
homes of man and a comparative study of the architecture @f different 
lands may be best handled by a series of plates worked out by the students 
themselves o Thus the student will observe a daily use of language in 
describing his drawings and must understand its use in order to illus­
trate a written idea in the form of a drawing o
7 
This is only a suggestive list of possible correlations as the stu­
dent learns the applications of drawing to his everyday life and the in­
dustrial world about h:im o Naturally he develops a greater appreciation 
of drawing as, truly, the universal language o
During World War II 1 the National Defense program provided am e;cel­
lent opportumity for drawing to prove its genuine worth to all industrial 
pursuits o The burden of providing the gover:nment with trained men for 
defense industries was delegated largely to the schools. In view of this 
fact, industrial drawing has been highly specialized in order that it may 
contribute significantly to the future progress of our democracy. 
Teaching Methods 
Industrial drawing need not be a cut and dried series of lectures, 
demonstrations ., and senseless let·tering sheets and drawing plates.. T0 
disseminate information to the students 9 the lecture method must be used 
at times .. .  One fault of poor teaching technique is a·ttempting to present 
too much information at one time o This may be prevented by limiting the 
lecture to fifteen or twenty per cent of the class period 9 supplemented 
by demonstrations, illustrations, or other audio=visual teaching aidse 
Much learning is accomplished through the eyeso If lectures are supple­
mented with teaching aids which the students can visualize, much more 
learning will talce place .. 
The student and teacher should plan and work togethero Students 
will be more interested if they have a part in planningo Encourage stu­
dent participation in planning, class discussion1 reporting j and working 
8 
in groups. 
Problems should be assigned in accordance with student aptitude and 
ability o Students should be encouraged t0 work as rapidly as possible_ 
Problems of more difficulty should be assigned to the more capable while 
less difficult problems should be assigned to the less able students. 
Te·s·ts for evaluation of progress should be given at times throughout 
the course, covering development of manipulative skills and knowledge of 
drawing and guidance information. 
Teaching aids, such as charts, informational bulletins, lesson plans, 
models and specimens, and other concrete objects which the student may 
use and examine freely should be made available a Motion pictures, both 
sound and silent, filmstrips, slides, and other forms of projected pic­
tures should be utilized to stimulate and motivate pupil interest, learn-
ing, and participation in group discussions o They are excellent for 
holding attention, aiding retention of information j) .form.:lng correct men-
tal images and understanding proper relationships of component parts o
°1, c, This ����:r-.?�1.1..���- ��a.t.. �t_ti��:its should be introduced to drawing
ye (cc 'ii ' 
by first learning to sketch problems. It seems reasonable to assume that 
a student starting in a course which is entirely new to him, and of which 
he knows little or nothing about j will have all he can do to master the 
principles and techniques of drawing without having at the same time to 
learn how to use drawing instrumentsa It is recommended that students -----�------- --- - ·--- - --- -· ·--· - - - . . . -· . .. . . ---..--· - - , __ _ . .  -- -
learn the theory of �awi.n.g 1 the placement of views ,. and so forth, through 
the process of freehand sketching before learning the techniques of in= 
strument or mechanical d:rawing o The student will find the ability to 
!?��t,9h_will aid him in visualizing problems and solving them on the draw-
ing boardG 
'-- ·-�·-· • --· c '' •-·- ·· - -· --- -- --' 
..• . - , ····-···· 
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A textbook shou.ld be used by the teacher and students i:n the course 0
There should be copies of the best books and magazines in the field of 
industrial drawing to be used as references 0 The three state adopted 
textbooks for drawing are listed among the following recommended text-
books .,
1. Er:i..cson jl Emanuel Eo, and Soules i> Roy L., J;,1£P1...n!n&: Xg:yr Uome,
Charles A. Bennett Co., Inc. 9 Peor:i.a, Illinois, 19.38, 1.31 pages,
$3 .. 60 •.. 
Farnham, Walter E.,, and McCabe 9 Francis T. 9 Mechanical D.raftiPE
Essential.Jia Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York 9 1948 9 196 pages, $.3.40.
French ll Thomas E., and Svensen, Carl L., Mech_§;.nical Drawi;ng,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1948 9 4.37 pages, $3.48 ..
Frykland, Verne C. , and Kepler jJ Frank Roy, Q..eneral Drafting,
McKnight and McKnight Publishing Co . ., 9 Bloomington, Illinois, 1949 9
166 pages.
5. Hale, Eo M. 9 McGinnis )) Harry 9 and Hill, Cary L. 9 Introduction ;tg
� Drawing, McKnight and McKnight Publishing Co., Bloomington,
Illinois, 1952, 80 pages, paper, $0.80.
6. Waffle, Harvey w., Architectural �;!ug 9 Bruce Publishing Co.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 1943, 334 pages j $3.96.
,§..,u:m;m.ary of §uggested Course Qg:tlin� 
The following four pages of this cottrse of study consis·t of suggested 
outlines with seJected problems and reference readings for Industrial 
Drawing Ia� Ib, IIa and IIb. Each outline is divided into five vertical 
columns ., One column is arrange� under the "title Learning Units. These 
are the major informational topics and work experiences which the student 
should do ., They have been arranged in a logical sequence to provide con-
tinuity and additional knowledge and skills as the student progresses in 
the course. 
The other four vertical columns have been arranged under the authors 
of recommended textbooks selected for use in this course of study. Each 
2. 
COURSE OF STUDY IN INDUSTRIAL DRAWING la 
Frvklund and Kenler French and Svensen Hale-McGinnis-Hill 
Learning Units Problem Problem Problem 
Ref. Pas:e Number Page Ref, PallE Number . Page Ref. Pas:e Number Pas:e 
Larunuuze of Drawimr 9-12 l-2
Sketching - Isometric to 20-23 · 51-55 Fig. 5,7 56 9-12 A-2 12 
Orthographic n n 5,8 57 n A-3 13 .. .. 5,9 58 ... A-7 15 
n n 5,10 59 
Orthographic 17-18 B-2 19 
to Isometric n B-3 20 
n B-8 22 
Use and Care of Drawing 13-14 3-19 45 
Inatrwnents, supplies, 3o-.u
Scale and Other Measuring 
Devices 
Lettering and Linea 
Vertical 2�36 20-31 44-47 282 
n n 48-51 n 
Inclined n. n 52-55 n 
n n 5�59 n 
Lines Horizontal and 24-27 Fis:, 8 24 
Vertical .. Fig, 12 27 
Lines · Hidden and 101-lll. Fiir. 9.3 104 
Center n n 9.7 108 
Graphic Solutions 51-57 l-4 57-58 200-209 13,1�17,21 279-280 38-39 Fig. 17-19, 38-39 
' 21 
70-80. 84 n 22,24-26 n n E-4 43 
.n .. 12 278 
··.· ... H n 28 280 ., 
Shape and Size Description 9-13, 18- l-4 4Cr50 33-50. 65-68 287 25-27. A-6 11. 
20, 23-25. Sl-99 75-78 289-290 n D-2 34 
41-45 n ffl-90 .. 
n 05-108 293 
II 119 299 
Purpose and Use of 
80-83 l,2 83 60-65 143 308 Section Half 
Full II 3 4 84 II 147 310 5l G-l 5� 
Full n b &. .. 152 312 .. G-t> 57 
Revolved " ,; RI. n BJ 313 
Farnham and McCabe 
Problem 
Ref, Page Number Page 
l 
2-13 All 7-9 12-13
l.4-'1 ,All. 17-19
2-lb All 20-21
22-23 All 30-31
lll.-124 
190-193 All 193 
n Lower Half 192 
n All 191 
n Upper Half 192 
123-124
n 
42-44 A.ll. 45-47
II All 48-51
114-124 Fig. 119, 120-121
121-123
32-34 All 35-41
52 All 53-63
00-0'1, All 103-113
96-102 
74-77 All 82-83,87.. All 79-80 .. All 8 8b 
n All 81 85 f...J 
0 
' 
l 
COURSE OF STUDY IN INDUSTRIAL DRAWING lb 
Frvklund and Kenler French and Svensen Hale-McGinnis-Hill Farnham and McCabe 
learning Units Problem Problem p,.oblem Problem 
Ref, Page Number Page Ref. Page Number Page Ref. Page Number Psge Ref. Page Number Page 
Auxiliary Views 88-89 1-2 91 70-76 156-157 3ll. 61.-65 All 66-67 
n 3-4 91-92 n 161-162 314 n All 68-69 " 5-6 92 " 171 319 n All 70-71
n 173 320 n All 72-73
Revolutions 77-79 177 323 
n 181 323 
n 183 323 
Development 103-119 1-4 108 217-227 439 394 73-75 K-3 75 
II 1-3 111-112 n 448 395 n K-4 7o 
n 1-.l. 116-117 n 453 395 
n 1-3 119 II 456 396 
Intersections 229-2.36 472-473 400 
II 476-477 400 
II 480-481 400 
Intersection and 217-236 482 403 
Development " 485 403 
Transition Piece 103-119 4 112 227-229 490 405 
II 4 119 n 491 405 
Pictorial Drawing 96-101 1-4 102 148-157 326-327 372 172-179 All 180-182
Isometric II 12 102 n 356-357 379 n All 183-185
Oblique 96-97 12 102 158-160 371-372 386 186 All 187-188.. n 375 387 n 1, 3 189 
Cabinet 97-98 1-2, 4 101 160 287 353 .. 2, 4 lH':I 
n 12 102 n 292 350 
Persnective 98-101 8-11 102 161-165 376. 383 388 172 
Map Drawing 137-140, l 140 262-265 584 413 
95 
Graphs and Charts 132-136 4 134,136 
II 2 136 t:: 
I j I I I I I I I I 
I l i I I I I I I i I 
I l I I I I I 
I ~ I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
COURSE OF STUDY IN INDUSTRIAL DRAWING 2a 
'FMrklund and Keoler French and Svens•n Hale-McGinnis-Hill Farnham end McCabe 
Learning Units Problem Problem Problem Problem 
Ref, Page Number Page Ref, Page Number Page Ref. Page Nwnber Page Ref, Page Number Page 
Fasteners 
Conventional Threads 85-88 1 88 115-132 222 335 131-135 All 136 
Thread Symbols n 223 335 137-138 All 139 
Bolts and Nuts .. 234 336 l4U-.U.3 All 144-145
Working Drawing Detail 58-70 133-146 296 358 
n .. 301 361 
Assembly 92-94 1, 2 95 n 303 3b2 
n n 305 364 
Exploded lDH-171 402 391 
II 403 391 
Cams and Gears Plate Cam 210-216 432 393 
Cam With Roller II 434 393 
Spur Gear II 436 393 
l'lm,r Gear and Pinion n 438 393 
Electrical Drawing 120-126 1-4 122 77-78 9 79 
Piping Drawing 144-146 322 371 " 323 371 
Welding Drawing 68-70 190-199 1.20 392 
II 431 392 
Aircraft Drawing 177-189 418 181 
n 419 181 
Furniture Drawing 149-165 286 353 
n 29.3 35b 
� 
14 
of these columns has been subdivided into three sections o The Reference 
Page pro·vides selected references for reading about a particular �= 
,;!,ng Unito The last two columns have been placed under the Problem. 
Under Problem may be found a selected problem lIY:mh� and the .!J!g§ on 
which the problem may be located o
Industrial Drawing Ia has been designed as an introductory course. 
Basic principles and essentials of drawing have been incorporated into 
this course to give the student a background for further industrial draw-
ing o A liberal amount of problems ha1re been included and there should be 
enough variation in the degree of difficulty of problems to take care of 
individual differences e
Industrial Drawing Ibis a continuation of Industrial Drawing Ia o
Here 9 the student will become familiar with many types of drawing used 
in industry 9 such as sheetmetal drawing i> map drawing, graphs and charts, 
and different types of pictorial drawings. This will have concluded the 
student's first year of drawing and should he wish further specialized 
drawing he will have been provided the necessary background to pursue it 0
Shou.ld the st.udent :not pursue further drawing» he will have the necessacy 
knowledge of industrial drawing that is so much needed in 1:ife today .,
Industrial Drawing IIa is somewhat specialized and Industrial Draw= 
ing Ia and Ib should be a prerequisite it. In this course the major 
areas of specia:I,ized-drawing use,<1 industry such as electrical drawing 9
'--- ·--�·- �- ·- -· -···-"- ... ----··--·'"·' 
piping drawing, welding drawing 9 aircraft drawing and furniture drawing .. 
These have been added to acquaint the student with the many types of draw= 
ing in industry as otherwise he may never become .familiar with them.,
to 
area of work is machine drawi11g o The student is aJso .ttiiiJ'QQ"tJ.Q~g, i;,q . .o.ther 
.ill 
Learning Units 
Architectural Drawine 
Architectural Lettering 
Symbols and 
Conventional Represen-
tation 
Architects• Scale 
Principles of Desien 
Preliminary Planning 
Complete "Set of Plans" 
Floor Plan 
,• Foundation Plan 
Plot Plan 
Roof Plan 
Elevations: Sides, 
Front and Rear 
Wall Section 
Construction Details 
Framing Plan: Ceiling, 
Floor, Elevation 
Perspective 
Specifications 
COURSE OF STUDY IN INDUSTRIAL DRAWING 2b 
Frvklund and Kenler French and Svensen Waffle 
Problem Problem Problem 
Ref. Page Number Page Ref. Page Number Page Ref. Page Number 
11.1-1,.1 217-?J,l 1-2
26-35 1-9 29-30 241-242 493-496 405 3-8
n 1-8 33-34 II 497-500 406 
" 501 40b 
154-155 247-249 17-19
37-39, 241 
94, 147 
143-147 187-211.
152-154 21.0 190-271
Problem to be a result of pupil-teacher planning including the following: 
147,152- 249-250 229-2331.,, 
250 38-41 
250 190-199
158 246 257-259
155-l5b 250 240-249
243-244 107-111
15b 244-246 4':1-lUb
250
242-244 257 
246
lbl-lb5 293-310
J.5':1-.Lbl. 49 268-
269
Ericson and Soules 
Problem 
Page Ref. Page Number Page 
,.1-1..c; 
47-48
82-83
48-50
1.5-47 
Sl-77 
16-20 
98-103
69 120 
45 
74-75,94
95-97
93-94
127
45-46
I-' 
\).) 
. 
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Industrial Drawing IIb concerns only architectural drawing and pro-
.- �- ...... ..... 
vides valuable experiences in house plal1D,i,.ng o The prerequisite to this 
'-.__........--e.::_ ___ _______ ,_ ___________ --- � - -·· .. . -- -- . .... , .. ,· y. · . 
course should be Industrial.Drawing Ia and Ib ., The order in which In.-
dustrial Drawing IIa and IIb are taken should have no effect on each 
other. The student should be allowed to enroll as his schedule permits. 
Architectural drawing has been designed for the pupils and teacher to 
work out a common problem for the class o Al  drawings made should be-
come a part of the complete set of plans which will be the problem of 
each student o No drawing exercises should be required of the student 
unless it is to become a part of his complete set of plans o
Pencil and ink tracing has been omitted from the suggested course 
outline because it is a service unit o However, it should be included 
in the course� the time for inclusion to be decided upon by the teacher. 
There is no logical time for its inclusion and it may be introduced at 
any point during the first year of drawing o The amount of tracing, both 
pencil and ink, should be governed by the needs of the particular group 
of students and for that reason no suggested problems or exercises have 
been included o It is reconnnended that the student be introduced to pencil 
and ink tracings by having him first make a drawing and then do a pencil 
tracing o Another drawing should be selected for making an ink tracing. 
The teacher should explain the importance of pencil and inlc tracing to 
reproduction methods and its uses in industry a No great amount of skill 
may have been developed but the student will derive educational values 
from the work experience and knowledge of industry .. 
An F.guip�nt Lm fQ!: � Maximum £2.t: Ten Student§ 
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The following is a list of the necessary equipment for a class of 
ten students in industrial drawingo The prices listed are the approxi­
mate costs of school quality material taken from several catalogs of 
leading manufacturers of drawing supplies and instruments 0 It is recom­
mended that the school .fu:rnish equipment which is of a permanent nature 
and may be used over a period of years and by different groups of stu­
dents taking drawing at different hours during the day 0
Part of the following list of equipment and supplies may be pur­
chased from local retail storeso However, ma:rzy- communities will not have 
a local source for these materials 1 and it will be necessary to order 
them from one of the companies listed under the topic "Sources of Equip... 
ment and Free and Nearly Free Related Teaching :Materials" o
The equipment list has been divided into four parts according to the 
amount of use and expendability of each itemo The Equipment for � General 
!Q.21 Cabinet consists of instruments and drafting equipment which is not 
in everyday use but may be needed from time to time throughout the course. 
The Eguipment fQl: � Student consists of instruments and drafting equip­
ment which will be in everyday use by the students o The Equipment for 
� Drawing �9 with the exception of the white printer 9 consists of 
drawing room furniture and equipment which is deemed necessary for proper­
ly conducting a drawing class. All of the equipment and furnishings are 
of a permanent nature and should be furnished by the school o
The fourth part is Supplie§_ to be Furnished J1y � Student and con,.. 
sists of drawing supplies which the student will personally use through­
out the course, and is expendableo 
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A reproducing machine has been i:ncJ.uded in the equipment list be-
cause of the great amount of reproduci.ng that is do:ne in industry. 
Students should have the opportunity to see how original drawings are 
reproduced for use in the work shops o Many schools will be financially 
unable to purchase even a relatively cheap reproduction machine but the 
ingenious industrial d1·awing teacher may build one 9 at little cost, from 
any number of plans aYailable. 
�n�1}.st 
]'&ui12men,:t m Q.�n,�a,,,1 I.ool Q,.cJ:,bin� 
Number 
.'.3 
2 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Name of Equipme:rrc 
Irregular Curves 
Protractors 9 6 11
Riefler Drawing Set, #G07 
Engineers Scale 
Chalk Board Drawing Set 
Triangle, .30°=600 9 12 11
Triangle 9 45
° =90° 9 12 18
Total Price 
Equipment fo:i;: .�fil!.h §..t!Jdw.t 
Number 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
Number 
10 
10 
1 
Name of Equipment 
T square 9 .3on 
Triangles» 30°=600 , 10 11
Triangles, 45°=90° 9 811
Riefler Drawing Sets 9 #GO 
A:rchitects Scale 
Drawing Board 9 2.3 11 x 31 11
Dusting Brushes, 5 11
Total Price 
Name of Equipment 
Drawing Desks (if built in shop 
to ac:c:ompanyi:ng specifications) 
Drawing Stools 
Filing Cabinets (bu:il t in shop) 
Total Price 
$ 4o75 
L50 
24"00 
1..50 
7 .. 80 
.. 73 
1 810 
$ 41.38 
Total Price 
$ 4LOO 
8 .. 00 
8000 
75.,00 
13.50 
58 .. 50 
- 9,.00=
$213.00 
Total Price 
$200000 
54040 
30.,00 
Number 
1 
1 
1 
Number 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
� List (Continued) 
Name of Equ:ipment 
White Prirrter j Spee=Dee� 
Drawing Board Lockers 
(built in shop ) 
Pencil Sharpener 
Name of E.quipmen·t 
2 H Drawing Pencil 
4 H Drawing Pencil 
6 H Drawing Pencil 
Ruby Eraser 
Art Gum.9 l ff1 
Quire Drawing Paper 
Total Price 
Roll Drafting Tape, 3/ /.l-11 x 10 yds O 
Pencil Pointer 
Total Price 
§.ourg_!e.§ of !9.yi_pmeyiJ;; and 
Free !l-119: Nearl:Y !'r� p.elat�ed !�chirig Materials 
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Total Price 
$ .10 
olO 
.10 
.08 
.06 
.60 
.39 
jllO 
The manufacturers of drawing equipment and supplies include :much valu-
able instructional materials in their catalogso Marv of them distribute, 
free of charge, wall charts 9 leaflets, pamphlets, descriptive circulars 
and drafting problems which contain informat:ion :for ready reference and 
also serves as a source of information for student reports and individual 
assigr.anents o Also 9 several of the companies have available at small cost 
handbooks, instruction books )) lesson plans y and displays which are valu= 
able for supplementary info:rmatfon, teaching aids and classroom instruc-
tional material o The many wall charts of decima.1 equivalents, conventional 
symbols, and basic standards, placed on otherwise blank wall spaces, serve 
as a quick source of needed information o Although many are issued as ad-
vertising material» they serve as a means of better classroom teachingo 
Total Price 
18:"x 24-" ~P S9. 50 
30000 
2,7i. 
~~406.25 
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The drafting room of today can well afford to fill blan.1{ wall spaces 9 
bulletin boards and display cabinets with these instructional and 
teaching aidso 
Drawing teachers should secure aJ.1 availabJ.e material for use in ·t.heir 
drawing courses and keep a file of catalogs o All companies are listed in 
alphabetical order j with products manufactured or distributed, their cata-
logs and advertising material, and free or nearly free teaching aids. 
1. Alvin Co.,, Depto Go,. 'Windsor :.> Corino)) Al_yin .Qatalqgg drawing ., draft­
ing and design aidso
2 ., American Technice.1 Society, 848 East 58th Street, Chicago 37, Ill .. ,
�achi_:Qg Aid§o Catalog� Listing all American Technical Society
Books and Study Guideso
3. American Lead Pencil Co. 9 Hoboken9 N., J�
§ketch_i..ng with Venus P�nc;i.ls 9 with one free Venus Drawing 
Pencil )} 25¢0 
� .Qi I'�-=.1:Jinning �aill � in l22l Venus 
§gJ,1ol�i£ kt Awards .? with one free Venus Drawing Pencil,
10¢. 
4 o American Iron and Steel Institute 9 350 Fifth Ave .. , New York, N.,Y.,
]2:gildi� �..§ !!.W :fir� �Jtxo 
5. Atkins and Cox 9 E. Co, 402 South Illinois St. 9 Indianapolis 9, Indo
Wall Chart o Shop Management Chart. 
6. Berger Scientific Supplies 9 Inc .., 9 .342 Madison Ave o, New York 17,
N�Y. Literature and pricesg Materials and equipment for 
engineers 9 architec.rt.s 9 surveyors and draftsmeno 
7 0 Brodhead=Garrett Co. Y 4560 East 71st St. 9 Cleveland 5, Ohio o . 
B=G Master Catalogg Lu.mber 9 tools 9 supplies and equipment of 
all types. 
8 0 Brown and Sharpe Mfg ,, Co ..,, Providence 1 9 Rhode Island. 
9. 
Training aids, decimal equ:.hralent charts in wall and pocket 
size; wall charts illustrating micrometer, vernier 9 and pro­
tractor readings; booklets on how to use the various tools, 
big tool charts .. 
Canvas Products Co::rp o 1 19 East McWilliams St., Fond Du Lac, Wis. 
Shop Organization Bookleto 
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10. Department of' Ag:ricuJ.ture j) Forest Products Laboratory 9 Madison 5 :, 
Wis o 
llo Delmar Publ:i.shers, Inc o � Orange St o and. Broadway Jl Albany 1 1 N ., Y ., 
In�ructio�;l ��ls 
12. Dick Co�, A. Bo, 5700 West Toughy Avenue, Chicago 31, Ill ..
lI..2:! to f]a_n �:qg, 1.:11-.hlli.h §; Mimeographeg � �wspaper. 
Ho� to � � � to � �_g faper 
11Color-Lk_ht 11 ±Ql!!: J·ful1eo_g:r_�heq ,$.,Qhool, Nemmaper 
Hand.bog! for �e �q .fil..g.11 Sgliool �per 
� to � �jmeo_grap4 � lmi§.
13. Doug1as Fir Plywood Assoc • ., Tacoma Building, Tacoma 2 1 Wash ..
Qqugl12:_2 Fir .f,l;yJtoo,.g 9 .Architectural Catalog 
14 .. Eagle Pencil Coo, 703 East 13th St� 9 New York� No Y� 
Drafting Booklet 
15 .. E., K., Elliott CoOJl Pittsburgh, Pao 
School .Drawing S upplies 
16. Eugene Dietzgen Co. 9 2�.25 N. Sheff:ield Avenue 9 Chicago 14, Ill ., 
School Catalog 
� � Q� ,gf Qr!llii:n.g Ir�t:nm;t�.. A helpM. 36 page illus­
trative booklet, for students. 
Lettering Cha:r·ts ,, A :3 n :x 7 1/2 11 card showi:ng the fundamental 
st:.rokes in lettering 
Deealcomania Type Le'tt,e:ring Guide for T squares e a 2 11 x 711 
11stick-o:n 111 lettering guide .for T squ.ares, samples of 
dra.wi:ng and tracing papers ,, 
Print-Making Equipment for s:c1hools 
17. Gramercy Import Co" 9 Inc" 9 6 Sta-t;e St o 9 New York 4si N., Y"
� .Qraftsm:g9 fascina:t:5.ng sto:r.y of the history of 
German drawing :i.nst:ruments • 
18. Hamilton Mfg. Co" 9 Two Rivers 9 W:i.s,,
School Furniture� A student table :for every requirement .. 
19. Higgins Ink Co O 9 Inc o, 271 ltlnth Street 9 Brooklyn 15, No Y" 
.l:tIB; .§wchinf;; 
Higgins Catalog Folder 
A .fil9£X� � � !o.YJ1d§l.t 
Hi�I&ll of� 
Bottle Holder Color Chart; 
20" Hunt Pe:n Co • j Howard C 0 , Camden 1 9 N., ;J" 
Speedb.s3:ll .fil&lJ�� AJ-.12Jm�9 20¢ � £!: � �g_1;j,QJl�l .9�� 21: .I,=�!i�in,g �!,}'Y.Q.,t� 
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2L Keuff'el and Esser Co o j) Adams and Third Streets, Hoboken» N,. J. 
24. 
25. 
27. 
29. 
Pt,s1,.fti:ng � R�:tQQJJS�OJh E.quipment and :M.a:terials Catalog 
Q.raph §.!lee;tp, £9-orctt�te PaP§..±'.£1 ?ID Cloths 
1erox ,Letter� �nd §_ymbo.l.� 
Elementa;ry Instrn,q,'t_:i.o� ;fp,r QQe�,ii,,ttg � � � 
llQ:W � Jf ll§ :iill� ]:Lv.ilderf\ � 
Hand Level 
Right Angl� � �.!£ In�i,rj.UTlen.t,§ 
QraftjJ}.£ _Inst��ts and  !£>.t Engineeri!,!g Schools 
.!!r!l� 
li !}; ]1; School � 
Kewaunee Manufae·turing Co o 9 Adisi:n9 Michigan 
Drawing Tables and Stools 
A o L. Leitz Coo, 520 Montgomery Sta? San Francisco )) Calif .. 
Catalog and prfoe list containing supplementary items· 
Sample book of drawing and tracing papers 
Mayline Co oj 623 North Commerce St. 9 Sheboygan, Wis o
Classroom Furniture 
National Lumber �lfg. Assoc., 1319 lSth St., N. Wo, Washington 6 9
D. Co
.fu.u,gemFraming Details 9 10¢
Manual .QD Sheathi:Qg .;tQr 11,u�.ldjn_gs
� .§12.ans .fQI: � � Rafters . .\) 10¢
i� 
Ozolid Products Division9 J�hnson �ity� New York 9 (branch office at
.325 West Huron St a , Ch1cago 9 Ill o ) 
Sensitized materials, whiteprint machines .I) developing ma�hines 
and specialities� Sample book of Ozolid papers, cloths and 
foilso 
Pease Coo 1 The C o Fo 9 2601 West Irving Park Road 9 Chicago 18 9 Ill e
General Catalog 
Pease 60-G Whiteprinting and Developing Machine 
Pease Shee-t Dr-yer 
The Pease Continuous Automatic Whiteprinting Equipment 
Post Coo, The Frederick 9 P. Oo Box 1091 9 Chicago 90 1 lll .. 
� Guide to §Qhogl �y_;a:ng =� Drafting and Drawing Material 
Specials 
Decalco:rnan� of Decimal EQu�  =- to be placed on the 
T square 
Dec_§Jcomania .Qi Line _Q§.ug� � �t.:t,eri;ng Guide �= to be placed 
on the T square 
Sheldon, Eo Ho 9 and Co"!! Muskegan, Mich� 
Sheldon School Shop Fquipment and Shop Plans, School Furniture 
300 Speed-0...Print Corpo» 1801 Larchmont Ave o 1 Chicago 13, Ill .,
Dealer Catalog 
Manual .Qi� Duplicatip_g froces§ 
� Control 
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310 South Bend L9.the Works, 425 East Madison St., South Bend 22, Ind. 
Modern School Sho:g� 
32. Southern Pine Assoco, Canal Bldg Q , New Orleans 4, La .,
� Wax !2, � � House !,.Q J,as.,;t (framing) 
Principles S};! � Construction (miniature chart) 
330 Stacor Equipment Coo, 479 Troy Avenu.e, Brooklyn 3, N. Y. 
Catalog� Blueprint filing cabinets, drafting tables, tracing 
tables. 
34. u. s. Blue Print Paper Co.» 111 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Ill.
All materials and instruments required for drafting departments 
including blue print and direct positive print papers o
35. United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Vital Statistics,
Washington 25, D. c.
Occuoationa.J, Outlook ,Summar:i.e.§ 
360 Vo and E. Mfg. Co., Pasadena, Calife 
Vemco Drawing Instruments =- a descriptive circular of eight 
pages. 
� Drafting Machines -- a booklet on the adjustments and 
uses of Vemco Drafting Ma.chines. 
37. F. Weber Co o , St. I.ouis 1 9 Mo.
Drawing materials !) drawing instruments and drafting room 
furniture. 
380 Westinghouse Electric Corpo 9 306 Fourth Aveo, Po Oo Box 1017, 
Pittsburgh, Pa .. 
Eight PrinQ.i.121.rui 2f Kitchen .flanni_ng 
The following list of films has been taken from the latest references 
in the field of audio-visual aidso They are still being produced as of 
this date o Many films which have been formerly used but are not now be-
ing produced ma:y be secured from other sourceso State depositories have 
many out-of-production films which are still good teaching aids o These 
may be secured by contacting the state depository of films or by writing 
2.3 
for a catalog of available fil:ms o
1. According:� Plam In;troduction to En ineer' prawing, 1947 ..,
sound 9 b&i.r, (Engineering Drawing Series. Correlated with the 
book Engi�ering Drawing@.by Thomas E ,, French ., Introduced to 
demonstrate the need for engineering drawing and its importance 
as a "language" or means of communication for the coordinated 
work of the many people involved in modern production o
2. Auxilia;r:y; View§ (2 parts), McGraw-Hill 9 1947, sound, b&w, (Engineer=· i:ng Drawing Series). Correlated with the book Engineering
Drawing by Thomas Eo French., Supplementary filmstrips also
availableo
Double ,;Auxiliaries, (15 mino)" This film shows why a single
auxiliary view does not give an accurate picture of an 
oblique face ., The theory of the double auxiliary or 
oblique view is described in detail by use of combined 
animated drawings and animated models. 
Single Auxiliaries, (20 min o ) e Shows that three views obtained 
by projection upon the principal planes do not represent 
true shapes of some surfaces that have slanting faces ,,
Film demonstrates projection of the slanting surface on 
a plane which is parallel to it for the true picture of 
the surface .,
3 .. Auxiliary !1mffi (2 parts) 9 McG:raw=Hill, 194S jl sound. 9 b&w, (Mechani­
cal Drawing Series) o Correlated with the book Mechanical�­
i!!g by Thomas E o French a Supplementary filmstrips also avail­
able .,
4., 
5. 
� l (10 m.n") o Explains and defines auxiliary projection., 
shows the construction of an auxiliary elevationo 
m::t II (10 min o ) .. Describes three types of single auxiliar­
ies 9 auxiliary elevations, right and left auxiliaries, 
and front and rear au"lCiliaries j ill�strated by household 
articles with slanting surfa�es which require auxiliary 
views for complete representation,,
Drafting Tips, Pennsylvan.ia State College, AV, 1943, 28 mino, sound,
b&w, 90.00 (rent $2.75). 
� ];. Instruction is given in the use and care of drafting 
equipment, with proper emphasis on the three essentials, 
cleanliness, accuracy and orderliness. 
Part II. Contains instruction on proper sheet layout and the 
- use of an alphabet of 11.nes j> depicts the best procedure
in developing a drawing .from beginning to end.
Drawings�� Shop, McGraw�Hill, 1947 9 15 min8 11 sound, b&w9 
(Engineering Drawing Series) o Correlated with the book Engi­
neering Drawing by Thomas Ea French., Supplementary filmstrips 
also available .,
) 
6., 
7. 
8 .. 
10. 
11. 
Describes the relationship between the making of the drawing 
and various production operations in shop and factory. Brings 
out some of the reasons for certain drafting requirements, 
thus laying a better understanding of dimensions which is 
taken up in the next text-film� The flow of work 9 as called 
for in the various drawings of typical metal products 9 is 
traced through the pattern shop 9 foundry 9 forge, machine shop, 
and the assembly shop o Representative operations i:n each of 
these departments are demonstrated 0
Elements .21: Designg Q2_mposition 9 Young America, 1950, 11 min e 9 
sound 9 b&w'o Discusses composition as one of the basic ele­
ments of design and its function in the art and industry of 
everyday life .,
Elemeuu. .9.!'. Designg kkht � �' Young America ., 1950, 11 min. 9 
sound. 9 b8M o Discusses light and shade as one of the basic ele­
ments of' design, and their f'unction in the art and industry of 
everyday life ,,
Elements 2f Qesigm �, Young America 9 19499 11 min., 9 sound, b&.lo 
Discusses line as one of the basic elements of design and its 
function in the art and industry of everyday life ., Shows the 
effects achieved by use of straight lines 9 curved lines 9 S= 
shaped lines j circles 9 and their various combinations. 
Elements � Desig:g g Shape 9 Young America 9 1950 9 11 min" , sound j 
b&!i.ro Discusses shape as one of the basic elements of design9
and its function in the art and industry of everyday life. 
Shows the effects achieved by use of circles 9 squares, rec= 
tangles, triangles 9 and their various combinations 0
1B,troductio� � �chanicru., Draw;tm, Floyd Wo Cocking, 19.32 (revised 
1940J';' 20 min. 9 silent 9 bl?M., Mechanical. drawing is presented 
for the beginnero The necessary materials are lined up and the 
correct methods of procedure are demonstrated ., Drawings are 
actually made of articles requiring one 9 two and three views. 
I.an�g� 
.Qf Q;ra:\<!iWZ 9 McGraw-Hill )) 1947, 10 min,. 9 sou.nd. 9 b&w,
Mecham.cal Drawing Series) ., Co:rrelated with the book 
Mechanical Q:tawing by Thomas E., French .. .Attempts to answer the 
question, 1'Why study mechanical drawing?" .11 and to stimulate the 
beginning student ns interest in the subject o Through glfupses 
of many jobs in factories 9 ship
yards� laboratories and shops 9 
the student sees that modern production requires many people to 
work together and that their York must be successfully eoordi= 
nated e Before each person can find out exactly what he is sup­
posed to do 9 or give instructions to o·thers, it is demonstrated 
that all must know something about mechanical drawing 9 ·hhe 
common language of' the building world .,
24 
14 .. 
.Qrtho
�r
mh;!Q �eCliQ!h McGraw=H::111,) 194 7l) 11 nli:n,o 9 sound .II b&w �
Engineering Drawing Se:r:ies) o Correlated wit,h the book !'n!fd= 
��i;gg 12rn,wi:qg by Thomas Ea French., Supplementary f.ilmstrips 
also available o Animation is used to explain the method and 
purpose of preparing front, 9 si,de and ·top views of an object o
Perspec·tive Jk@:.'lai:ug, California University = Flmo Sdeso Dept e 9 1951, 
8 min o 9 sound. 9 b&wo Produced by the Motion Picture D.ivision9 
Department of Theater Arts 9 Uo C o LoA o Based on a portion of the 
book of the same title by Joseph William Hull ., Using a cube 
as a basic fo:r.m.9 the film diseribes individually the one=point, 
two=point and three=pcdnt perspective techniques .,
Practi� J.,ettering: 9 .Floyd Wo Cocking 9 1942 9 2:5 min .. , silent ,, b&wo
Demonstrates the construction of each letter and number in Com= 
mercial Gothie 9 the basic style for drafting� and hand lettering o
15.. Princip� Dimensions ,, fl_fil'erfil!� §y;r.faces 9 sl::!2&1 l'.2J&� 9 UW = Govt., 9 
1945 j 18 mino 9 sound 9 b&wo Produced by the Uo So Office of 
Education� Accompanying filmstripw $1 025 0 The relationship be­
tween the blueprint and a rough and finished casting is show:n; 
how to compare casting dimensions with blueprint specifications, 
how a cross=sectio:n view is derived from a full view, how to 
use a blueprint as an aid in selecting reference surfaces from 
whfoh to take other dimensions, how to use a blueprint in 
checking the accuracy of finish� how t,o :brterpret tolerances i
and how to use the blueprint for checking the finished work o
16.. frincip:]&g of g�Jl� Drawing 9 Coronet 9 1949 9 10 mino 9 sound j b&wj) 
color ., Educational consu1tan!:, g Harold P" Faucett .. Determin= 
ing scale9 using measuring and scaling tools 9 understanding 
terms 9 and the vital importance of scale drawings in modern 
industry are showno 
17 o fuactiQp.§, 9 McGraw=H:i.11 9 1947 9 10 mino 9 sound j) b8&J11 (Mechanical Draw­
ing Series) o Correlated with the book �chanig.� Qrawi:ng by
Thomas E o French o Supplementary filmstrips also available .,
Shows the need for sect.ional views 9 formed by imaginary cutting 
away of part of the object, thereby revealing interior details 
and making easier to read the drawing ., The film goes on to 
explain various symbols used in sectioning o
18. Sections� y,,QU,1[,�D,� 9 MeGra:w=Hi11 9 19479 15 mino 21 sound .11 b&w,
(Engineering Drawing Series)" Correlated with the book ,11:ngi=
�ing � by Tho:me.s Ea French o Accompaeying :filmstrips
also available o Points out the need for the sectional view i>
formed by an imaginary cutting awa:y of part of the object 9 
thereby rev·ealing inter:ior deta:Hs and making it easier to read
the drawi:ng 9 also easier to construct the objecto The meaning
of special symbols used in sectioni:ng :is explainede
25 
-
i't 
19. SeJ.ection pf 12:1-.!ll� ' McGraw=Hi11 9 19479 20 :mi:n. 9 sourid 9 b&."!rl;;, 
(Engineeririg Drawing Series) 0 Correlat;ed wi'th the book ]lng;t.= 
�ing D:ra:wi� by Thomas Ea French.. Accompanying filmstrips 
also available ., Introduces principles which govern the choice 
of dimensions. These principles are shown to be based on two 
factors g (1) the f'nnctional characteristics of the object� 
which includes consideration of the accuracy demanded and the 
relation of the portion to other elements of the unit or machine; 
and (2) the manufacturing methods used in making the object. 
20., � Descri:Qtion. i, McGraw=Hill 9 1947, 16 mi1109 sound, b&w, (Mechani= 
cal Drawing Series)o Correlated with the book� Draw= 
i:ug by Thomas E o French o Accom,pariying fj.lmstrip also available .. 
Presents reasons why uniformity in dimensioning practice is 
essential and explains that this u:nif'o:rmity depends u:pon obser­
vance of certain standards ing (1) use of symbols, (2) choice 
of dimensions; and (3) location of dimensions o The first step 
in learning this common language consists of extension lines 9
dimension lines 9 arrcn,rheads J> figttres 9 notes .11 finish mar ks, etc o 
2L fill.ape Description ( 2 par"t.s L, McGraw=Hill 9 194 7 9 sound j) b&w � (Meehan� 
ical Drawing Series) o Correlated w.ith the book MeQharr,ig�:t �= 
i:gg by Thomas E o French. F:D.mstrips also available o
� l o (11 min o ) Begins by demonstrating the inadequacy of a 
written or spoken description of an object when a designer 
wants to tell others how to build it. The only accu:rate 
method of conveying this information :ts to make several 
drawings :showing hm,r t,he object looks from di.fferent views e
The film then describes the theory of orthographic projec­
tione 
Part II o . (8 min o ) The step by step procedure of constructing 
� 'a"drawing using orthographic projection is demonstrated 
and reasons fo:r each step are explained. The film follows 
through on one drawing and est,ablishe:s certain principles 
of procedure which the student can apply in making draw= 
ings of his (:rwn. 
22. Shop Pro$Wdure,13 i, McGraw=H:ill i> 194.79 17 m:ino 51 soundw b&w9 (Mechani=
cal Drawing Series) o Correlated wi't:.h the book lie.S-bJilli.Q.@.l J)raw­
i_:i:;ig by Thomas E o French. Accompanying filmstrip also availableo 
How finished drawings are used as detailed instructions in 
every step of manufactm"ing o From the drafting room the draw= 
ings a.re seen going to the blueprint mach:tne to be reproduced 
by the dozens and distributed all those workmen who will have 
a part in making the finished pr<0duct" The film then shows :many 
of these workmen at their jobs 9 using blueprints in the pattern 
making shop l) the foundcy j the forging shop !; the machine shop 9
and the assembly shop,, 
2.3� The D:raftsro2;tnJ Mahnke� 1942 9 11 mino l> sou:nd 9 b8Ms (Your Life Work 
� Produced by Vocational Gui.dance Films., Shows various 
steps :necessary in the men t,rained for particular types of 
to 
2'7 
detailed preparation of plans for a building. Presents the 
kinds of drafting used from freehand sketches to detailed 
finished drawings, each phase of the development being handled 
by work o
Filmstrips 
1. 
2. 
Engineering Drawi_p,,g (6fs) j McGraw-Hill, 1948, silent, b8M, each 
$4.00. Based on the motion pictures with the same titles. 
Correlated with the book Engineering Drawi:q.g by Thomas E. French, 
published 1948. Titles a.reg 
(a) Auxiliary Views� Double Auxiliaries
(b) Auxiliary Views i Single Auxiliaries
(c) Dimensioning Techniques
(d) Orthographic Projection
(e) Sections and Conventions
(f) Drawings and the Shop
26 frames 
.38 f'rames 
48 frames 
40 frames 
44 frames 
4.3 frames 
Inside Ston: of.@: Good Hom� 9 1948, sound 9 15 min., Southern Pine 
Associationo This slidefilm presents the evolution of a home 
from the forest, through the manufacture of the lumber, to the 
completion of the structural framework ,, and portrays the details 
of construction from the foundation to the roof. 
Mechanical Drawing (7fs) 9 McGraw=Hi11 1 1948, silent 9 b&.v 1 each 
$4 o 00 o Based on the motion pictures with the same titles e Cor­
related with the book MechanicarDrawipg by Thomas E. French, 
published 1947 0 Titles areg 
(a) Shape Description, Part 1
(b) Shape Description9 Part 2
(c) Shop Procedures
(d) Sections
(e) Auxiliary Views� Part 1
(f) Auxiliary Views 9 Part 2
(g) Size Description
33 frames 
32 frames 
41 frames 
32 frames 
32 frames 
34 frames 
33 frames 
Student-Personnel .Qrga:nizat:i,Qn !QI Ind:ustr,ial P,ta'!.{j.n_g Q.,l.asse12 
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There are a number of variations in student=personnel organization 
plans and each may claim some educational value o One plan of organization 
is for the officers to be elected to a short term of office a This pro­
vides democratic practice in group action and provides for most of the 
students to hold office. It has the disadvantage however of partiality 
between students and the operation of cliques within the group 0 The plan 
which seems to offer greater advantages, but which is less democratic in 
practice, is by rotation of job assignments o Under this plan of organi­
zation the instructor assigns each student a job from which he rotates at 
a predetermined length of time. The a.moun"t of time spent upon each job 
before rotation may be determined by the number of job assignments and 
class sizeo Although this type of plan is teacher controlled, each mem­
ber of the class will have an opportunity to try his hand at each job, 
partiality of students and instructor is eliminated, development of leader­
ship ability is assumed by all capable students, and work assigmnents can 
be readily checked o It is recommended that student assigmnents be changed 
weekly in drawing classes. 
The educational values of' studen"t=personnel organization are as 
followsz 
1. Aids efficient and effective teaching j especially where large
classes are concerned .,
2 o Assists in handling multiple class activities, especially individual
instruction.,
3 o Acquaints the student with terminology and organization of industry.
4. Aids in developing a spirit of individual and group cooperation.
5. Develops responsibility and self=reliance.
6. Stimulates student interest.
Student-Personnel Organization Chart 
Teacher 
Superintendent 
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Attendance Clerk r----------+-------------1 Librarian 
uperv1sor 1--1-----+ General Tool Cabinet Su ervisor 1--------�----=----�--� 
Light, Heat, and 
Ventilation Supervisor 
Indi idual Tools Supervisor 
Foreman Row l i-------" 
Duties .Qi Student-Personnel 
Su:eerintendent 
Foreman Row 2 �-----1 Foreman Row 3 
1. The superintendent will be in charge of the class during the absence
of the instructor. 
2. Assume charge of the class when visitors occupy the teacher's time.
3. Signal clean-up time, and supervise cleaning-up and replacing equip-
ment, supplies, and materials. 
4. Aid students when so directed by the teacher.
Attendance Clerk
1. Check absent and tardy students and report them to the teacher.
2. File absent and tardy reports in thei.r resp�ctive places.
3. Maintain any special reports or forms for the class.
4. Assist the teacher in keeping the progress chart up to date.
_______,.j 
p !Blueprint Equipment S r----------------t 
Desk Supervisori---------+--------i 
___ ] 
Librarian 
1. Check materials in and out of library o
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2. Post charts, pictures, bulletins, posters and other information of
interest to the class on the bulletin board o
3 o Keep study center or library clean and in a presentable manner. 
4 o Arrange books and periodicals in their proper places o
5 .. Check loan cards for over=due materials ,,
Blueprint Equipment §;_u;ru;z�vi�
1. In charge of blueprinting room or area when it is being used.
2 o Does not permit more students to enter the blueprint room or around
the working area than can work efficiently .,
3. Is responsible for seeing that the 'blueprint equipment has been
cleaned by persons using it� 
4 0 Is responsible for cleaning the blueprint room or area and replacing 
supplies and materials o
5 o Is responsible for cutting and storage of blueprinting paper� 
Q§ner.f!l IQQ.l � �� 
1. Accountable for all the special instruments located in the General
Tool Cabinet at the beginning and ending of eac:h class period .,
2. Reports missing, broken or damaged instruments to the teacher at
once .,
3 o Assists in getting out displays or models for class use.
��nso;r,
1. Checks tables a't.; end of the period. to see that they are left in a:n
orderly mannero 
2o See that all stools have been placed under the tables o
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3o Collects material to be handed in from the Row Foremen and gives it 
to the teacher. 
4o Distributes materials for the teacher to the Row Foremen 0
Light, Heat fil1!i Ventilation .§,u12eryiso:r; 
1 .. Adjusts blinds for light 9 turns on artificial light if necessary .,
2 o Checks heat by thermometer on wallo
3o Maintains proper ventilation e
Individual Tools Su,J2§_:t:Y,isor
1. Responsible for checking each individual student 1 s equipment at the
close of the class period before or as it is being stored o
2 o Reports missing, broken or damaged instruments to the teacher at
once .,
Row Foremen 
1. Distributes drawing plates ii instruction sheets or other materials to
students in his row. 
2 o Collects material to be handed in and passes it to the Desk Super­
visor • 
.3. Responsible for seeing that paper and other trash is not lying on 
the floor in his area .,
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APPENDIX A 
Annotated Bibliograpj)x .Qt: Indu§trial Drawing Books 
In addition to the recommended textbooks, all of which should be 
ma.de available, at least ten more books selected from the following list 
should be in the drawing room or school library o It would be much better 
to have them in the drawing room should the students need some quick 
references. 
1. Bailey, Charles H., Mechanical Drawing fQ.I £2§_gJ.:nners, Charles - A.
Bennett Co., Inc., Peoria, Illinois, 96 pages, paper cover, 
1940, $0.96. Explains principles and procedures in sufficient 
detail to enable the class to go forward with little or no 
advice. Problems are complete in themselves and extra prob­
lems supplement the regular course &
' 
2. Bartholomew, Roy A. , and Orr, Francis S. JJ Learning !Q � Mechani-
� Drawi;wm, Charles A. Bennett Co., Inc.,, Peoria, Illinois, 
49 pages, paper cover, 1937, $0.,88. A method for rapid and 
economical teaching of the f'undamentals of mechanical drawing 
using only the silllplest equipment on the regular schoolroom 
desk ., Provides sufficient information for reading blueprints 
and shop drawings, and affords the basis for training by means 
of sketches in orthographic, oblique .t isometric, and perspec­
tiveo 7th and 8th grade booko 
Berg, Edward., and Elleson, George, Machine �-@;'ftG.,M Problems, Charles 
Ao Bennett Co o , Inc., Peoria, Illinois, 148 pages� paper cover, 
1944, $1.60. A course of thoroughly practical problems for 
high-school students o Presented by means of data and sketches 
and as partially completed problems to be solved by the student" 
Teaches good construction and emphasizes a high standard of 
technique. 
Berg, Edward _,. Mechanical Drawi:qg !1:,oblems, Charles Ao Bennett Co .,
Inc o , Peoria, Illinois, 197 pages, paper cover, 1948, $1�76o 
Planned for use in the first two years of mechanical drawing 
at the high school level. Devoted to teaching the basic 
principles of drawing for the over=all industrial arts field, 
rather than specialized aspects of drawing for vocational pur­
poseso 
5 0 Berg, Edward, Mechanical Qrawing, l � IJ; (revised edition), Bruce 
Publishing Go a , Milwaukee ., Wisconsin, Volo I 9 paper, 128 pages, 
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6. 
9 .. 
10. 
�\o o 88; Vol., II !i) paper 9 97 pages 9 $0,, 80 o Complete edition,
paper, 220 pages 9 �pl., 80.. 1948 a Texts for the :ninth and tenth 
grades 9 now revised to conform to new drawing and drafting= 
room practices of the American Standards Association .,
Buss JI Tumac Co 9 Jr o 1 §implifi�Q. 
0 ectural prawin_g 9 American Tech= 
nical Society j 258 pages, i9479 5 .. 00o Fills gap between 
mechanical drawing and architectural design. Incorporates pro­
fessional methods of the modern drafting room.,
Coover 11 Shriver L. 9 �book in Mechanical prawi:gg j) McGraw=Hill s, New 
York, 201 pages 9 19479 $2a40., .A functional workbook in mechani­
cal drawing for beginning students ., Presents projects and prob­
lems of general interest 9 suitable for the school or home work­
shop, rather than meaningless exercises or engineering drawing 
problems o
Coover, Shriver Lo .I' � 9 §J.cet9.h1ng aaj Bl�;rj:nt Reading, McGraw= 
Hill ,. New York 9 1954 9 $,3.960 This text has been planned to 
meet the needs and interests of secondar;y students :;i with the 
chief approach in each unit, being through blueprint reading and 
sketching o
Dalzell 9 J.. Ralph 9 and McKinney :1 J runes .1> Ar9hi ts3ctw....M Q:rawing � 
Q.�tailing .1> Second Edition9 American Technical Society, Chicago,
Illinois� 212 pages, 1946 9 $3�00o A comprehensive survey of 
archi'l:;ectu:ral drawing 9 detailing 9 rendering in pen and ink, to­
gether with an ab1.mdance of practical problems .. 
Elwood, Franklin Ga» h°o'bl�Jn§ in ArQll�y:ra],, .�wing 9 Charles A. 
Bennett Coo 9 Inco, Peoria 1 Illinois, 160 pages, 1950, $3.28. 
Completely revised and reset. A combination textbook and pro­
ject book of modern design -- ranch-type homes� ultra=modern 
public buildings 1 up="'Go=date garages ,.
Ericson, Emanuel E�, and Soules 9 Roy Lo 9 � 1.9.:m.: �' Charles 
A o Bennett Co�,w Inco 9 Peoria 9 Illinois ,, 131 pages )} 1938 9 $3.600 
For use in homemaking as well as in industrial arts com:•se:s. 
First part analyzes and illustrates problems of home planning, 
second part 9 architecttll'al draw:i:ng simplified and applied to 
features of home planning" A pioneer in its fieldo
E:rrneling 9 Willard W o , Fischer� Ferdi:narld A� Po 1 and Greene, George, 
G., 1:1�£hAn:t9� p��mg 9 • I�� IEll�,9 Bruce Publishing Co.,, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, paper 9 80 pages i, 1924, $0�55� Designed 
to de·velop the 'bech:nie:al skill o:r the tstudeni, ar.td to tra:ln, him 
to v,i.suali:ze am :reFt'!)duce 1:1:l.mple t1b,j ec·ts by drawing o Contains 
unique 'teach:tng device!:l in t,he :fo:r.:m of cu.1:.out� for the, .four 
types of sol:lds :for studying p:rojecrl;;io:no 
Ermeling9 Willard W o ,!) Fischer 9 Ferdinand A" Po,, and Greene 9 George 
Go� Jt�l �tll:..W,.i 9 §£�qm l.�, Brm:�a Publishing Coo 9 
Arch1t 
$ 
7. 
11 .. 
12. 
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Milwaukee 9 Wiscons:i.n9 paper 9 120 pages ,, 19409 $O o 90. Continues 
work of first book but is in every sense complete textbook. 
Offers complete work in conics j sections, developments 1 sheet= 
me·tal wo:rk9 :machine dra.wing 9 and a.rchitectural drawing. 
14. Farnham9 Walter Ee 9 a:nd McCabe� Franc.is To 9 ��!,l�QAl Q;rafi!lli
Essent.�l.li, Second F.di·t.ion51 Pe:nt:dce�I-fall 9 Inc ,, 9 New York, 196 
pages, 1948, tt.3 o 40., This combina.'t:ion text and workbook presents 
in logical sequence the alphabet 9 V'ocabulary :; grarrnna:r', idioms, 
and. constructions of the graphic language in such a way as ta, 
enable the student. to obtai:n a reading knowledge of this language 
and to develop the techniques o:f ::1:ts pemnansh,ip in the most 
direct manner e 
15. Flem:i.ng 9 Joseph W e)} Barich ,, Dewey F�i, and Smithj) Lo C ol) !12plied ��
i�g �1!,q ,filf:�tchi:ng j American Technical Society 9 Chicago 9 Illinois .?
156 pages 9 1953 .? $2e00 o Teaches a skill through the use of 
material that is universally useful in everyday life 0
16. French ,, Thomas E.:, and Svensen 9 Carl La 9 Meeh§,,_iqi� J2raw�, Fifth
Edition, McGraw=Hill Book Coo 9 Inc 0 9 Hew York 9 437 pages, 19489
��3o48o The purpose of this book is to present mechanical draw­
ing as a definite educational subject with the following objec= 
tivesg to develop the power o.f visualization, to strengthen 
the ccmst:ructive imagination, to train in exactness of thought, 
to read and write the language of industry, and to give modern 
commercial practice in making working drawings. 
17. Giesecke, Frederick E.J Mitche11 9 Alva 9 and Spencer 9 Henry C ., .,
� �wing 1 Third Edition, The �cmillan Company .!) New 
York, 1952, $8.00� This volume is intended as a comprehensive 
treatment of the science of technical drawing arranged logic­
ally and containing a large group of practical problems which 
afford a highly flexible aid to the teacher in the development 
of' drawing e
18. Goff, Francis Loll ft.oblems in 12�� � P,,§,sig:g, McKnight and
McKnight Publishing Co.j Bloomington9 Illinois 9 paper cover 9
120 pages 9 19479 $1.00 a Fifty drafting problems ranging from 
simple to detailed drawings ., .All types of parts .,
19. Green, Daniel� Dr� .:f2!: .ill� &1;nd l!ldus�,}:Y: 9 Bruce Publishing Co., 9 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin� pape:r 9 188 pages� 1947 ., $1.,56. Approaches 
the teaching of drawing from si tuat,io:ns useful in ordinary walks 
of life of the fields of specialization" Fifty-eight projects 
in instruct::1.on-sheet f'.orrn excellent.ly organized and easily 
adaptable to either a s:i:x=week 9 eight-week 9 or year's course,. 
20. Hal.e ll Eo M.i, McG:i:nnis 9 Harry, and Hil1 9 Cary L .. ;; .�:nt,r..9..qyg,tio;o 19,
!.12,p,lied }}.J;J!K.i,ng, McKnight a:nd McKnight Publishing Co .. � Blooming ... 
ton, Illinois 9 80 pages 9 6 11:x:9 11 paper covel:' 9 1952 9 $0 ., 80., A six 
to :nine weeks drafting text at the junior high level.. 'l'wel ve 
uni ts cover ftmdamental draf'ti:ng princlple:s " 
21 o Hoelscher 9 Randolph Po 9 and Mays 9 Arthu:r Bo 9 ,Ila� Yui.J:s, in j!Jech�n:i­
�! Dr��' John Wiley and Sons 9 Inco 9 Ne� York9 Second Edition9
305 pages 9 1941 9 $3 o 25 o Book Io Organized in groups of teach­
ing units 0 Principles are based on the best of current practice 
and may be applied in any specialized field drawing� An advanced 
text in machine drawing with a small amo u.11.t of architectural 
drawing. 
22 0 Kepler, Franl-:: R o , and Bettencourt 9 Williamj Mech�n;l,.,,QY Drafting �� 
book (revised and enlarged edition) 9 Bruce Publishing Company, 
Milwaukee* Wisconsin9 paper 9 192 pages� 1949, $lo20o This en= 
larged and completely reyised edition contains a collection of 
usages, standal'ds 9 conventions 9 and tables based on present-day 
practices prescribed by the American Engineering Standards 
Committee a 
2:3. Kenison, I:rvin 9 McKinney, James 9 and Plu:mridge 9 Tom Co 1 Mechanical 
]k�wing jl American Technical Society 9 FoUl"th Edi'tion.11 J30 pages, 
19479 �;:3 ff oo. This book presents the skills and technical knowl­
edge necessary to become adept i.'tl making :neat and accurate 
drawings. Based on a care:f'ul analysis of the work requirements 
of a draftsmano 
24 0 Levens j) Ao S 8 9 and Edst:ro:m.9 Ao Ea 9 Problems :Ln ,Mechanical Drawing == 
E,ir� Q91:irse 1 McGraw=HiJ.1 Book Co� 1 New York 9 57 pages 1 1952 9
$l e 76 0 A new series of problems in workbook form for use wi.th 
French and Svensen vs M�c:l:1_an�l ,12:rg'kd.,.m a:nd the accompa:rr:Jing 
filmso 
25. Levens� A a So � and Edstrom,, Ao E � 9 l:Lq,RJ&ms in Me£,_hanic�l p:rawing -=
Secong 9 McGraw��Hi11 Book Co o 9 New York 9 56 pages� 1951 9
'i2�12 o Primarily designed for use in high schools_ll the book 
may be used in a:n,Y' course J.n elementary drawing as a workbook 
keyed to French and Svensen us l'I.?gl:1��a1 QI.12..wing and the 
accompanying text=films o
26 0 Luzadder 9 Warren Jo 9 !mid� .Qi' Engi:u_�rj.JJg � 9 Third Edi­
tion 1 Prentice=Hall 9 Inco 9 New Yo:rk 9 1946 9 $5�95o Needless 
repetition is a waste of the students u tilne and tends to make 
the instr1.1ctor us work mo:n.o·tonousi. W:H�h ·this thought in mind, 
an attempt has been made to crea.te a nearly self.=teaching book 
with simple e:irplanatio:ns of all of the more common di:fficult:lesc 
27. McGee :1 Ro A. !) a:nd Stu.rd event» W & W o .,, £l!?.n�al � Drnwing 9 
Brnce Pliblish:ing Co o ,, Milwaukee 9 Wisconsin, 192 pages 1935, 
$2 0 20 8 Emphasis is placed ong (a) interpretation of drawings; 
(b) apprecis:tion of mechanical drawing in industry, (c) infor­
mation on occupations depending on drafting; (d) ability in the
making and using of drawingsi and (e) methods used by draftsmen
in industry Q Work is arranged on three levels of difficulty.
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28., McKinney, James, Plumridge, Tom Co 9 and Burke 9 Arthur i, Mechanical 
Q£awipg Workbook, American Technical Society, Chicago, Illinois, 
164 pages 9 194 7, $2 .. 75 ., "Learning by doing u j_s the plan o:f 
this logical presentat:lon of drawing problems o Produced on 
regular dra�ihg paper .,
29. 
30 .. 
3L 
Ra:y, Jo F.dgar, £}raphi2 Architec�! ]?raf'ti,nc;, McKnight and McKnight 
Publishing Coo, 256 pages, 1954, lZ.oSO. This book, through a 
series of drawings in the form of sketches, isometrics, perspec­
tives, and working drawings, covers in detail the methods of 
construction and assembly o
Roberts, William E o , Beginning Mechanical Drawing, Charles Ao Bennett 
Coo, Inc o , 142 pages, paper cover, 194.3, $1048., :Equally adapt­
able for use as a school text in the junior high school grades 
or by the independent student who wishes to learn the fu:ndamen,., 
als for himself o Organized on info:rma.tion,..,operation plan o
Shaeffer, Glenn No , and Bass, William A 09 Basic Mechanical Drawing, 
Bruce Publishing Co., Milwaukee ll Wisconsin9 paper, 96 pages, 
1946, $0 0 96 0 This recent contri
b
ution to mechanical drawing 
clearly interprets basic principles and processes. Problems 
are arranged in ni:ne sections permitting an excellent approach 
to new principles and processes in varying degrees of difficulty 
to provide for individual differenceso 
32 0 Waffie ll Harvey W o ii !'r@.it?,Qtur._!l !).}'.§;Wing, Bruce Publishing Co., 11 Mil­
waukee 9 Wisconsin, .33,4 pages 9 19 ll $.3.96.. Intended for one or 
two years of architectural drawing in high school ., .Excellent 
as "tryout" material for boys who believe they want to enter the 
field of architectu:r.e., 
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APPENDIX B 
Recommended �riodicals 
Magazines are an additional source for instructional materials and 
should be a part of every- shop library o The following periodicals a.re 
recommended for industrial drawing classes o
1. 
2o 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7o 
s. 
9. 
American �ilder fil1<1 �ild:!-M �9 Simmons=Boardman Publishing Corp .. , 
79 W. Monroe St., Chicago 3 i, Illinois, Monthly, $3000 per year. 
Architectural�, Times 9 Inc., 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, 
Monthly, $5. 50 per year o 
Better Homes sllld Gardens, Meredi'th Publishing Coo 9 1714 Locust St., 
Des Moines 3, Iowa, $.3o00 per year. 
House Beauti , Hearst Corpoll 572 Madison Ave,,ll New York 22, Month­
ly, ·;,oo per year o
Industrial � .mis VocruoIJ§J. !4:iucqtion., Bruce Publishing Coo, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin., Monthly, $:,.oo per year o
Ma.chine Design, The Penton Publishing Co o ., Penton Building, Cleve­
land. 13, Ohio, $10 a 00 per yearo 
.§.£hool §hQE, School Shop, .3.30 South State Stoll Ann Arbor, Michigan 1
September through June, $3.00. 
� � CraftslJ!m.11 Home Craftsman Publishing Co., 115 Worth St .. , 
New York 13 ., Bi-monthly, $2 ., 00 per year ,,
The American � 9 The Country Life=American Home Corpo., 444 Madison 
Ave o , New York City, Monthly j $l o 00o 
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APPENDIX C 
Standardized 1est.§ 
1.. Hunter, Walter Lo, Mechanig_� Prmi:i:ia,g !est, set of four true-false 
testso Charles Ao Bennett Co.1 Inc o 1 Peoria, Ill .,Packet of 25 duplicates j each �O o 25 o 
2. Mitchell, Weston Wo 9 � A!2�� �.9 16 pages ;, 6 11 x 9 11 , self
cover, McKnight and McKnight; Publishing Co o 9 Bloomington, Ill. 
Useful as aptitude test 9 achievement test to g::r.oup students, as 
.3. 
teaching device .. 
Specimen se rt (test 9 manu.al 9 key) $O o .35 
l to 3 package.s 9 per package 2 o 00 
1,.. or more packages, per package 1 o 50 
Quinlan, Charles 9 Jr o 9 wading }?rOb$.m§ ill �l Qr.awing, Charles 
A o Bennett Co o9
0
Inc. 9 Peorial'.. Illo 9 per packet of 25 duplicates, $Oo25, 100 duplicates, net, :u;0060. 
A series of seven sheets of problems for class instructicm, or 
for use as tests. Answer key sent with an order .. Sample sheet sent 
free on request. 
l o Plane and curved sur.fa13es 
2 o Plane surfaces 
3� Plane and curved surfaces 
4o Full sect.ions }) cylindrical 
5 o Quarter sections j cylindrical 
6 0 Full sections� plane a:nd cu:r,red surfaces 
7. Broken sections, plane and curved surfaces
The following articles on drawing tests may be found in issues of the 
Industrial £t.g sJ.n<l VoQ.@;t� .ID.llC.§1� magazine 9 Ivlilwaukee y Wisconsin., 
Aton, Reno 
Ba:rocci, Louis 
Bell 9 Richard Me 
Bowers :, WO Ho 
!1AJ:ochitectu.r.a1 Drawing Test No a 6 11
January )} 1935 
11.Archi'tecttural Drawing Test No,, 7 11
June, 1936 
"Mechanical D:raw:ing Tes't n
February� 195:3 
11A Comraent, on Test 11
May9 1937 
n Al:ehi tect:1.tral Dl.•a:ft.:lng Trest 11 
Janu�h 194? 
Bowers, W o H .,
Bowers, W ., H .,
Calendar, Anthoey 
Crawford, J o E o
Crowe, Jrunes w.
Donelson, R ., N.,
Hjerstedt, Wo G ., 
Hjerstedt, Wo Go
Hjerstedt 9 W ., Go
Hjerstedt, w .. Go 
Hjerstedt, Wo Go 
10..ein, R ., M.
Loofgreen, Andrew G .. 
Mergeler, Harry F e
Moore )) Fo Go, and 
Mason, Wo R .,
Norris, Hugh 
11Final Mechanical Drawing Test" 
January, 1942 
40 
11Test on the Fundrunentals of Mechanical Drawing'' 
February, 1941 
"Mechanical Drawing I - Test 11
April, 1947 
"Special Perception Test for Determining Draft­
ing Aptitude" Januacy 1 1942 
119B Mechanical Drawing Test II 
May, 19A2 
"Mechanical Drawi.ng Test 11 
May, 1937 
·"Mechanical Drawing Test 11
April, 1940
"Mechanical Drawing Test n
June, 1941
flMechanical Drawing Test 11
January j 1942 
"Mechanical Drawing Test" 
February, 194.3 
11Vocabula:ry Test f'or Mechanical Drafting Class II 
June, 1945 
"Mechanical Drawing Test" 
October, 1937 
nnimensioning Test for Mechanical Drawing" 
December, 1938 
11Achievement Test in Mechanical Drawing" 
February 1 1949 
"Orthographic Projection Test" 
February, 194.3 
uiwriting Objective Tests f'o:r Shop Instruction'' 
May, 1943 
"Mechanical Drawing Test for Second Year 
Students in High SchooP1 January, 1935 
Radford, So So
Radford, So s.
Radford, s. So 
_Robinson, H. Ho 
Schubert, Co Ho 
Schubert )) Co Ho 
Stern, B. Jo 
Stintsman, Ho Go
Stur·tevant, W. w ,,
Tidball, 
Watson, R. J. 
Weith, M o E .,
Whiting, Robert M. 
Wilson, L. R. 
"Methods of Testi11g in :Mechanical Drawing" 
April, 1940 
11Mechanical Drawing Test II 
June 9 1941 
11Methods of Testing in Mechanical Drawing" 
January, 1942 
41 
11Ex:amination for the Architecture Drafting Class" 
November :, 1937 
"Completion Test for Students of Drafting" 
December, 1946 
"Multiple=Response Test for Students of Drafting" 
March, 1947 
"Manipulative Mechanical Drawing Test" 
October, 1937 
"Mechanical Drawing Test" 
May, 1945 
"Blueprint Reading Test 11
February, 1944 
''Blueprint Reading Test" 
November, 19.38 
11.Architecrtttral Drawing Tes·t" 
May, 1941 
"Mechanical Drawing Test" 
October, 19.35 
"A True-False Test in Mechanical Drawing" 
April� 1940 
"Industrial Arts Test" 
February, 1943 
:o 
checking of student, drawi:rigs .. U wi11 assist hi.rn to point out to the stu-
evaluation on each error" the f:heck list :ts made available to the stu-
de:nt, either 'by i:nd.i:v:ld:mJ.1 cop1er� or as a wa11 chart, it will help the 
The ::t:ns"!:,rueto:r may chr-.H::k e:rrm·s on the draw5.:n.g by u.sing the u.s1.w,l 
Fo:r exam,ple: � 
'.t'i11g to the c:heek l.is t. wtn:ild inform the ,.,tude:nt that those 1i:nes did not 
c. 
D. 
2. LINES
A.
Sel!i�ctio:n =·= Hf1ve pr!)per vi<:1ws 
pict,.:i.re the object'? 
Plact:i1:aent = .A:re the virc:rws 
located. so that the 
Sea1e ,�= Is the 
selected. wh:Leh most eli�a:dy 
p:coper relationship and 
or too sw.all f'or the sheet': 
or :not enough lines? 
'fype �-= th,;; r:tght ld.nd of 1:l.ne been : Ln each part c,i' 
the draw:lr:ig? 
and densit,y? 
'.i'.'hEl following ch1:::ck list w::U.1 emible the i:nstJ:"Uetor to sta:r.idardize -the 
If 
check in.ark w:t-th a :nt11u1,,ral a:nd letter in it@ 
reproduc:ed on one sheet, si11g1~) spaced,. 
sheet 
C.. Unifor.m.ity - A"l:"e all lines of ea.ch type the same throughout 
the drawing? 
Do Junction == Do the li.nes meet at a definite poi!1t so that a neat 
joint results? 
E. Erasure - Are the erasu.:res adequate a:nd neat?
3. DIMENSIONING
A. Placement -- Are dimensions conventionally located to give good
balance and readability?
Bo Co:mpleteness � Have acy d:i:mensions been omitted or duplicated?
C. Accuracy -- Do the dimensions conform to those of the probiem?
4. ARROW BEADS
A. Size� Are the arrow heads the proper size for good appearance?
B. 'Weight -- Are the li:nes of the arrow heads of correct width and
density?
C. Shape - Are they properly proportioned and convent:i.onally
for.med?
D. Uniformity""""" Are the arrow heads the same throughout t.he
drawing?
5. LETTERING
A. Size =- .Axe the letters of appropri.ate size?
B. Weight """"' .Are the lines of the letters of correct width a:nd
density?
c. Shape=- Are they properly proportioned and conventionally
formed?
D. Spacing - Is the proper spacing used between letters and words?
E $ Guides== Have guide lines been used and properly spaced?
6. SPECIFICATIONS A?-ID NOTES
A. Placement ._. Are the specificat:i.ons and notes convention.al y
located, easily read and well balanced on the sheet?
B. Completeness-= .A:r.e there sufficient specifications and notes
to give necessary information?
<. 
C o Accuracy -= Do specificati.on.s and notes give correct
information?
7. CLEANLINESS
Is the drawing free from dirt and smudges? 
APPE!IDIX E 
An Ind� .9.f �.ful. !�� 9 Hin:i:',£!, 9 V�J.1l.i;;ll?l2, � 
§..!.1£ Tea� J.1.ids f.qz: j;,11.e J)l� J'eac� 
1.. Bedker, R. R.l' "Sections .for the Drafting Room 11, �rial .A.rj'& .fill.Q 
Vocatfonal �1,,q.�tio:n.1> 32g292=294, 9 September 9 1943" The author 
uses gremlins to help impress upon the students and to clarify 
points coveri:ng sectfoni:.ng in draf·ting o Gremlins are used to
show how, to identify9 and e:r.i.l.iven drafting as a whole. 
2. Beeker, Samuel G. 9 nst,oring Drawing Boards 11 � ,��ial � a�:r-.4
�onal Educatto.n1 39t29'79 September y 1950., In drawing :rooms 
that lack sufficient storage cabinets for drawing boards, the 
author has developed a suitable storage rack which is simple and 
inexpensive to build. 
3.. Boekeloo ,, Howard W o fl 11Temp1ate for Drawing Guide Lines :for Lett,er:iri .. g' 11 J 
� � §llq �j.gn�l ]lducat5sJh 39�.249)) June ,i 1950., 
Instead of having separate triangles for slant lettering, a 
regular .30°.=60° triangle was sl8.:n.ted to the correct angle and 
serves a du.al purpose ., 
4o Bryant ,. Frederick J a 9 11Four New Teaching Aids in Mechanical D:rawing 111 
�r.:!.@-J, � � ]'9catio�l �1\�ati,.Q!h 34�79=81� February� 
1945 o Four new teaching aid:s, as de.scribed by the authc1r, (1) 
an orthographic projection st.:axld. 11 (2) a layout sheet,, (3) per=· 
spective lines and pointer 9 and (4) guide line spacers o 
5. Buros 9 H ., R., 11Cross=Section Paper for the School Shop'', �
� �Jt.Q J,Q.gatio� ]lg.11,,cat;.Jl2.!h 29z2549 J'une, 1940. The author 
describes a method of drawing projects by making squares o:n 
paper to facilitate the sketching of curved lines through plot­
ted points by the �reehand method 0 
6 ., Byron9 Floyd E o 9 11Grading Card fo::r Mechanical Drawirig 1\, I�i§J 
A7,-t§ � Vocat:!_.� ]23.ucat:l.oni, .30�72�73 9 February l) 1941.. .A 
new card for grading drawing plates is described in this article� 
The class is divided into three g:roups 9 according to ability, 
A� B 9 and C O The grading card .is 5 11 :x 7 ni , upon which is ;r,..,11.ed 
lines for fifty plates with extra lines for O(Jcasio:na1 tests� 
The students are assigned plates accordi:ng to their ab:l.lity 
ra't.ing and this grade is recorded on the card under the proper 
colu..mn., 
7 o Carey 9 John A o � 11A Simple .Adjustment Drafting 'l'able 11, � !J:'1,_g 
and !q,�1 ]&IJ1cation9 39zl6, January,, 19500 An inexpensive 
drafting table design is offered for students to use at home� 
46 
8. Chelllnan, H. R., Lo 9 11Blueprint Machine 11 51 .�dust,,r;La1 �\rj�Jl � ����
tjs_!J.?..l MY�Jqp, 38�174=75, ArJril, 1949,, Complete instrv.ctio:ns 
a:ri..d drawings have been presented for building a simple blueprirrt 
IJ'l.achine 4
9. Chick, Joseph s. 1 and Novak 9 Benjamin J., 11 Industrial-Arts Drafting
Course Based on Student Interests 11, Industrial � w �­
tional ]Lducation, 39�182, May9 1950� A proposed course of study 
for drafting based upon interests of the student 0
10., Close, L. Clark., 11A Grading System that Improves Stu.dent's Work 11 , · 
Industria.1 � � Vocational Jfg.ucatiQ!h 35:4,-,-5, January ., 1946 .. 
A stamp containing the words linework, accuracy 1 dimen..,'Jion:i.ng, 
letter1.ng and final grade is placed upon the student's dra-wi:ng 
after it is completed o The grade is placed on the drawing in 
the presence of the student and improvement of the drawing is 
discussed o
lL Cook, Louis T. l' "Extending the Life of the Dra:w:J.ng Boa:rcJ.l', IndJi.�� 
� iiil',l;Q, 'Y£srational ]&p.cat,:j..Q.:J:1,. �,0g222, 22Z.9 24Z, F.!By ,, 1951.. The 
author uses a panel recessed into the drawirig board 9 which each 
student uses during the course o Panels are placed in lockers 
after class so the next class :may use the board� 
12. Cressman, Paul Jr. 9 11A Draf·ting Jig 11 , �Arts� Voca.tio�
Education, 31�225, May ll 1942 .. For drawing a large number of 
vertical lines, the author attaches a pair of 45° triangles to­
gether with scotch tape .. It is aJ.so use:f'ul when dra:wing d.:i.ag-
0nal lines in cross-section drawing� 
13 .. Cyirr 9 K., H., , "Lesson Sheet on Dimension:lng" � Industrial � §...l'l,q 
Vocational F<l.ucation, 38gl4A, January, 191�9� A lesson sheet has 
been worked out showing examples of correct and incorrect dim.en,,,, 
sioning practices o
140 Darby 1 Frank P o ,, "Individual Interest Ballot in the Drafting Room11 , 
Industrial��� Echication, Jlg.327-28, October, 
1942 ,, The ballot contains information about the students t
interests, activities, objectives, and other information the 
instructor may use in selecting study materials to suit individ­
ual needs and gnidance purposes. 
15 ., Dean, John Wo" 11A Handy Projection Bo:}r: 11 , I;QdusJ{tl.1:i.:J. Arts and � .. 
tional Education, 34�365=66 9 October, 1945� This article de­
scribes in detail how to make a transparent projection box 
and how to use ito 
16 0 Duerksen, George N ., 9 111:J:rogress Record for Mechanical. Drawing\, �-
trial Arts and Vocational Edu.cation, 34�476, 20!,, December !)
1945 0 The author has devised a way of keeping a progress record 
of the stude:nts work from the time he enters the :i.ndust:rial=a1•t,s 
drawing class until he departs from schoolo Incoming students 
from other schools can also be rated by the card to determine 
\' ' 
'J 
17. 
18 .. 
21. 
47 
where they �hould begin o
Erickson9 Chester Ea, "Visual Aid for the Drafting Room11 , M�
Arts� Vocational �9 43d42 9 April, 1954 .. Tran&­
parent celluoid models made from discarded :x=ray film will help 
students in visualizing problems of intersection .. 
Foss, M .. Fa, "Visual Teaching Aids 11 9 1nd;lli;ltri� ��Vocational 
Education, 29g26, January, 1940 .. This article describes three
teaching aidsg (1) Finding the line of intersection between 
two solids by the use of modeling clay (illustrated by pictures). 
(2) Plywood models, with small handles attached, a.re used as a
means of teaching boys to distinguish the three views used in
orthographic projection o The views are painted contrasting
colors .. , The handles are painted black o (Illustrated by pic­
tureso) (.3) A large scale made of plywood or cardboard, 6'
long and, 6H wide 9 is f"itted with wire hooks and screw eyes so
that it may be fastened above the blackboard o Several drills
are used to demonstrate scale reading o (Boxwood Scale) (Illus=
trated by pieture o )
Glazener' E., Ro' 11Folding Drawing Board s·tana. I!, ,Induro:,;.-ial £."it� � 
!9pc�tio,ml 1f9u�t.�S?Jh 40gl.32=3.3, ·Max·ch, 19510 Two different 
types of folding drawing board stands are show.n o They may be 
folded and stored conveniently out of the way or stand to serve 
as a small table o
Gordon, Harvey11 t1Compact Drawing Board Carrying Kit 11 11 ;tn,dustriJll &"!.§ 
� l[oca.tional �, 4li.31=.32� January, 1952.. For students 
who need to take drawlng equipment home overnight, a carrying 
ease complete with drawing board and equipment can be made for 
the student to use o
Grinager, Kenneth� "Perspective Arms 11, ,Iwustr;i&:! !,'r� a:qd Vocational 
Education, .30i409, November, 19410 Two straight edges can be 
made from celluloid, sheet plastic 9 or wood, fastened at the 
vanishing points, per.m:it the straight edge to be moved to any 
selected point o
Groneman, Chris _H .. , "Suspended Wall Cabinet 11 9 Industrial � � 
Vocational Education, 29�68=699 Februa:ry9 19400 An inexpensive 
wall cabinet similar to that used in ordinary school rooms for 
maps ll is used for displaying charts and other visual teaching 
aids� The material can be fastened on window shade rollers which 
are easily procurable in any :furniture store .. Working drawings 
and an excellent picture of this project are included o
23 0 Haltrop, William F o , and Olsen'} Bernard R o , "Portable Drawing Deskn , 
Industrial�� Vocational Educationl) 4,2g25=,28, January '}
1953 0 This p�rtable drawing desk has been designed for the home 
rather than the drawing room and may furnish storage space for 
drawing materials, instruments '} reference books a.:nd drawings. 
20~ 
24. Heath, Earl Do, "An Improved Drawing Board and 'T=Square 11 , Ind_;gsJ,.+�
��Vocational E£iucati<m9 4lgl62 9 May,, 1952,, To help k�ep 
the blade secured to the head of the T square and help el:imina.te 
inaccm'ate vrorkmanship 9 the drawing board has been rabbetted to 
accept the head so as to support it along the edge and lower 
side .,
250 Hageman, Bob, 11Tracing Made Easy", Indus·trial Atll §Jld Vocational 
Education, 34g269, June, 1945 .. The author has constructeda 
light box which he uses fer large amounts of tracing, sketching, 
and mimeograph stencils .. 
26 ., Hopwood, Ralph E ., 9 "Portable Drafting BlackboaTd 11 9 Iru;lustrial £.'i:di!
�. Vocational EduQsJ;t,;i.,Q!h 36g301, September, 1947., ¥.!a.de to 
resemble a drawing board with paper attached for the pu�pese of 
showing proper technique. 
27. Jester, Go A.,, "Architectural Models n , lm�tr;i,.al. !:ct,§� Yocatio¥J,
Education, 29�340=342 9 October 9 19400 This aTticle describes 
the construction of miniature model houses of three kinds; clay 
or plastelline, cardboard, and wood., The models are construct­
ed as a. hobby similar to nwdel airplane building o (No illus­
trationo) 
Kellogg, Do H. 11 ''New Sketch Sheet for Drafting Room", J:niustriM A
rts 
� Vocational Education, 30i259'=260, June, 1941 .. · Here is 
described a valuable teaching aid for freehand sketching a A 
stencil is cut with periods or dots 9 either in a horizontal and 
vertical lines or on the isometric axes. The rows can be any 
convenient distance apart, 1/4� 1/2 inch� etc. The sheets are 
mimeographed and are distributed to the classo The ti:rzy- dots 
do not detract from the readability of the sketeh o
29 o K:iJ:n.ball, Earl, ''What � s Wrong with my Drawing? 11, Industrial Arts !,..nd
Vocational Education, J7g4J.7=19, December, 1948 ., The author 
points out the importance of dimensioning and the confusion of 
the student, and tells how he has tackled this problem.a
300 Klein, M., R a , ''Spelling List for the Drafting Room11 , Industrial Arts 
!ll!! Vocational F.ducation.ii 29g59-6o ll Februaryll 19400 This list 
contains 250 words or terms used readily in all drawing classeso 
The list is help.t'ul and use.t'ul in the student's English classeso 
It is suggested that it may be mimeographed and made available 
for distribution to all the students� 
31.. Maley ll Donald 1 "Perspective Drawing Teaching Aid \1 Industrial � 
fil1g Vocati.2..I!!l �' 37�171=73, April, 1948" This teach­
:5.ng aid has been developed to enable the ::rtudent to visualize 
better some of the basic ideas of perspective drawinge 
32 0 Morley, Franklin P o 9 "Teaching=Learning Device for Met:>.hanical Draw­
ing", Industrial !£ts � !2.9.s1ii200:l ,&uc�t!Q.�.h 4J.g2.33=.34, 
I , 
.'-.../ 
33 .. 
34,, 
37. 
38 .. 
49 
September, 19520 This teaching device ·will prove valuable to 
supplement the three-plan, transparent projection box which is 
universally used to teach orthographic projection0
Murray, R., E. 9 11A Triangular Scale Model 11 !} J;;gg.ustri.Al .Arts � �"" 
tional EducationJ? 39&21, Januar
y
9 1950 ., In order to present 
clear and accurate information on how to read a scale, the 
author has designed and built a model large enough to use before 
the class o
Murray, Ro E., 11Revamping Pencil Sharpener for Pointing Up Drafting 
Room Pencils", Industrial Art§, and Vocat�ona.l Education, 37i3� 
35, January, 1948. By grinding the cutters on old pencil 
sharpeners, the author has turned them into drafting room 
pencil pointers. 
Nelson, Maurice Jo, 11A Portable Desk" i, l.,ndust:ri§:1 gts � �
tio:nal Education, 29g.389=3909 June, 1941 .. This article de­
scribes a small desk for the instructor mounted on casters. It 
has an elevated hinged top, two large drawers (11 11 x 151t) are 
for filing on the left side o It has a bookshelf and plate holder 
on the right sideo The entire desk is 43 11 high, 25 3/4 1! long, 
and 16 1/4 11 wide o Excellent working drawings and pictures are 
provided. 
Newton, F o N. � 11 Inst:rument Cabinet for the Drafting Room
11 , IndustriA,l
� and Vocational ]i:lucatioJh 38d59=61 JI April, 1949 l' A com= 
plete set of drawings are presented for building an instrument 
storage cabinet .,
Nicholas, Clemens, "Functional Method of Teaching Mechanical Drawing", 
Industrial�� Vocational Education9 29g60..62 1 February 9
1940. Herein is described a basic content course consisting of 
five basic elementsg (1) Manipulative Skills 
(2) Geometry
(3) Thinking in Three Dimensions
(4) Symbols and Nomenclature
(5) Materials
The value of blueprint reading before the student takes up the 
study of drafting is especially s·i:;:ressed .,
Norton, John Mo, "A Rating Scale", lr!dustrial Arts � Vocatio� Em!=
cation, 29gl61, April ., 1940. A rating scale has been devised 
in an attempt to make grading a In.Qre logical and helpful method 
of getting a true personality of the student • 
.39 .. Ostorgaard 9 A. J. 9 110bjective Evaluation of Draf'ting Plates" 9 lnd:u§­
!£ial ���Education, 438154� April i, 1954 .. For 
evaluation on an impartial basis and also as a measure to show 
the student, h:i.s drawing weaknesses !' the writer has designed a 
rubber stamp to be placed on the dTawing and checked by the 
teacher .. 
\ .· 
,_,/ 
50 
Lj.O. Paterson, Grant Mo, "A Good Transpa:re:ntizer 11 9 &c,t�mJ,.§kl � � 
Vocational Eg_�a.tion, 29g709 February, 1940 • .A new method of 
making blu.eprints is described in this a.rticle o The blue= 
prints are made from sketches made on opaque paper without 
resortir.ig to the tedious process of making �racings on paper 
or clotho The sketches are made transparent by treating them 
with the chemical, Diethyl Pnthalate, which dissolves the 
cellulose in the papero Hand=drawn or typewritten 1a.nte:i:•n 
slides may also be produced by this means o The chemical is 
inexpensive and is easily procurable at any drugstore. 
41 .,. Polowriak, Peter Goll "Lucite Projection Bo:x:" 9 loo.Ye.trial� and 
YQ..cation�J. Edug�tj..QD9 .39d5%,,1609 April 9 1950. Full infor­
mation on how to construct a projection box of transparent 
lueite and how it should be used is presented. 
42. Russell, Edgar Farr, "Dress Up Your Mechanical Drawing Room",
Industrial A$� }[9q�i� ]f61ue��;21,h, 29�323=324, Oc·tober, 
19400 This descri'bes the extensive use of various kinds of 
information and visual teaching aids which are prominently 
displayed in various attractive ways ., The lengthy' list in= 
eludes: 
(1} Information and pictures of engineering collegeso 
(2) School notices, especially of all related subjects of
mechanical drawing .,
(3) Drawing infor:maM.on, tables and diagrams.
(4) Blackboardo
(5) Drawings. (Commercial blueprints, etc.)
( 6) Home room notices o 
(7) Civic section display o All notices which develop civic
consciousness .,
(8) Superior drawings of pupils.
(9) 11Hall of Fa:me 11 sect.ion. Pictures of outstanding students
and their hobbies o Aviation, ra.dio 9 engineering, etc.
(10) Colorg
(a) American. Flag
(b) Bookshelf-catalogs of technical colleges
(e) Current industrial arts magazines
(d) Models o:f machines, gears, bea:rings 11 etc.,
4.3. Sechrest, Charles Ho, "How to Read a Rule 11 9 Indu.strial � � 
Vocat,ional .¥.ducatiQ!h .31�269 9 June 9 1942., Included in this 
article is a method of teaching pupils to read a rule, a tes"t.-= 
ing device, and a test on reading the rule. 
44,, Shearer, Leroy Ro� 11A Demonst,ratio:n T=Square 11 9 Industrial Ar� �
Vocation.al ]iiucatiQD» 37g69,.,7011 Februarys, 1948 .. The author has 
developed a device for demonstrating correct procedure and tech­
nique at the blackboard using the same procedure 9 tech.'llique and 
tools the students useo 
51 
45. Sherman, Do Ro, "Handy Blueprinte:t:' 11 ,, ,lng,ys_tr:i.fl:1 £M �:ug VOC{!,�&
Education, 4J_g286=87,, October 9 1952 0 For about twenty dolliti's 
this hand blueprinter can be made in the shop and is an asset 
to every drawing room .. 
46 .. Shindler, Carlton H a , "Drawing Board Support for the Workshop", 
Industrial � ,€!:00 !g,ggtiona.;l lld,ucati.Q._:q,, ,38g281=282, September, 
19490 For shop teachers who must teach drawing in the woodshop 
the author offers building plans for a drawing boaTd support to 
be used on the workbencho 
470 Shuster, Arthur F .. , 11Scale Guard", Industrial�� Vocational 
Ed:ucatio:n, 29g.389, November ,, 1940.. This is a working draw.:.. 
ing of a scale guard easily made of light tin or galvanized 
i:r:'on .. Both ends are bent around a 20d spike .. Drawing is 
excellent Q (For a:rchite©ts boxwood scaleo) 
48� Sturtevant, Wo WO,, "Exercise Blocks for Teaching Mechanical Draw­
ing'', Industrial £1!� and :Y_ocat,i9.� �g§.t,iqn, 29g247.,.4g� June, 
1940 0 This ar't,icle describes the construction of several blocks 
of wood, which are used as models for orthographic projection. 
It is well illustrated by drawing� 
49. Trout, Ma:uri.ce Eoj) 11A Projection=Box Table" 9 �� � �
Vocational Fducatio,B j) 29g76, Februar:v, 19400 This describes 
a projection box ll similar to the conventional 11glass box 11 ,, 
Here 9 however, the sides are made of transparent celluloid, 
and hinged in the regular manner o For sketching in the views, 
white tempera paint and small water color brushes are used .. 
After each problem this paint is easily washed off with a moist 
cloth or spongeo 
50 0 Weigl 9 Willia:m9 "How to Keep Drawings Clean" 9 Industria;L A� � 
V�!lliioaj Jl;ducatio)l9 418319 9 November, 19520 It is suggested 
that to help keep drawings �lean a small block with a piece of 
cotton on it be used for cleaning the pencil point a�er point­
ing o It is also suggested that the eraser be cleaned by sand­
ing on the pencil pointing pa.do 
51. Willoughby, George Aoj "Mechanical Perspective", Industrial Arts ang
Vocatig__aj Fdugat!Ql'h 4lgl6l, May, 19520 A lesson plan has been 
developed for drawing a two-point perspective complete with the 
method of procedure and example drawingo 
52 0 Wills, William Til o � 11Glossary of .Architectural Terms" ,, Industrial Arts
� Vocational Education, 29i56=58 9 February, 19400 This glos­
sary contains over two hundred terms used in architecture classes. 
Each term is clearly defined in the language of the common work­
man. 
52 
53 0 Yankee, Herbert W o 1 "Do us and Don n t n s in Dimensioning 1\ ��j:.ri�l
Arts � !Q.cationa,,J; Education� Lilg293=94l> October, 19520 :l'he 
author has worked out a series of illustrations showing correct 
and incorrect dimensioning technique with an accompanying ex­
planation of each illustrationQ
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